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The Social Foundations of Defamation Law: Reputation and the Constitution

Robert C. Post†

The common law of defamation has long been viewed as an intellectual wasteland, "perplexed with minute and barren distinctions."1 Dean Prosser, for example, began his discussion of the law of defamation with the proposition, which he took to be incontestable, that "there is a great deal of the law of defamation which makes no sense," in that it contains "anomalies and absurdities for which no legal writer ever has had a kind word."2 It was with considerable relief, therefore, that in 1964 legal commentators turned their attention to the difficult and fascinating constitutional questions raised by New York Times Co. v. Sullivan,3 which for the first time subjected the law of defamation to the regulation of the first amendment. Discussion of the law of defamation has been dominated ever since by the constitutional perspective.4

From this elevated perspective the purpose of defamation law looks, paradoxically, simple enough. The common law of slander and libel is designed to effectuate society's "pervasive and strong interest in preventing and redressing attacks upon reputation."5 The trick is then to "balance the State's interest in compensating private individuals for injury to their reputation against the First Amendment interest in protecting this
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type of expression."

The image of balancing, however, implies that the characteristics of each of the competing interests have been assessed and evaluated. Although there has been considerable scholarly attention directed to the definition and articulation of "the First Amendment interest" in protecting expression, there has been relatively little discussion of the nature and importance of "the State's interest" in protecting reputation. The latter inquiry, of course, requires an exploration into the obscure purposes and functions of common law defamation, which is not a journey that many modern commentators have been willing to undertake, especially given the attractive and well-travelled alternative routes of constitutional analysis. It is all too easy to assume that everyone knows the value of reputation, and to let the matter drop with the obligatory reference to Shakespeare's characterization of a "good name" as the "immediate jewel" of the soul.7

Reputation, however, is a mysterious thing. The common law, as a rule, has "not attempted to define reputation."8 The dictionary describes it as the "common or general estimate of a person with respect to character or other qualities."9 Reputation thus inheres in the social apprehension that we have of each other. In one sense, of course, virtually all of our social relationships consist of such apprehension, and it is not clear what it would mean for them all to be "protected" by defamation law. But by looking carefully at the nature of the "injuries affecting a man's reputation or good name"10 defamation law is actually designed to redress, one can uncover a more focused image of the exact kinds of

---


7. W. SHAKESPEARE, OTHELLO, act III, scene iii, ll 155-61:

   Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,
   Is the immediate jewel of their souls:
   Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, nothing,
   'Twas mine 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands;
   But he that filches from me my good name
   Robs me of that which not enriches him,
   And makes me poor indeed.


9. 8 OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 496 (James Murray ed. 1910).

10. 3 W. BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND *123.
social apprehension that defamation law considers "normal," or "desirable," or deserving of the law's protection. In this sense defamation law presupposes an image of how people are tied together, or should be tied together, in a social setting. As this image varies, so will the nature of the reputation that the law of defamation seeks to protect.

This suggests that an evaluation of the state's interest in reputation can have no single outcome, for the meaning and significance of reputation will depend upon the kinds of social relationships that defamation law is designed to uphold. In this Article I will sketch three distinct concepts of reputation that the common law of defamation has at various times in its history attempted to protect: reputation as property, as honor, and as dignity. These three concepts are not the only possible concepts of reputation, but they have had by far the most important impact on the development of the common law of defamation. Each corresponds to an implicit and discrete image of the good and well-ordered society. Each is an ideal or pure type in the Weberian sense;\(^1\) that is, they are as types analytically distinct, although in actuality there may be, and indeed must be, some overlap.\(^2\) Each has exercised a significant influence on common law doctrine, pushing that doctrine in diverse and divergent directions. And each weighs very differently in the balance against our constitutional interest in freedom of expression.

I
THREE CONCEPTS OF REPUTATION

A. Reputation as Property

The concept of reputation that is most easily available to contemporary observers is that of reputation in the marketplace. This concept of reputation can be understood as a form of intangible property akin to goodwill.\(^3\) It is this concept of reputation that underlies our image of the merchant who works hard to become known as creditworthy or of the carpenter who strives to achieve a name for quality workmanship. Such a reputation is capable of being earned, in the sense that it can be acquired as a result of an individual's efforts and labor. Thomas Starkie


\(^{12}\) The historical relationship among these three concepts raises complex questions that will require further investigation. This Article will attempt simply to identify and analyze the concepts, and to demonstrate their influence on common law defamation.

well described this concept of reputation over a hundred and fifty years ago:

Reputation itself, considered as the object of injury, owes its being and importance chiefly to the various artificial relations which are created as society advances.

The numerous gradations of rank and authority, the honours and distinctions extended to the exertion of talent in the learned professions, the emoluments acquired by mechanical skill and ingenuity, under the numerous subdivisions of labour, the increase of commerce, and particularly the substitution of symbols for property in commercial intercourse—all, in different degrees, connect themselves with credit and character, affixing to them a value, not merely ideal, but capable of pecuniary admeasurement, and consequently recommending them as the proper objects of legal protection.14

For Starkie the reputation protected by defamation law is something that a person can earn through “the exertion of talent” or the exercise of “mechanical skill and ingenuity.” To injure such a reputation without justification is to unjustly destroy the results of an individual’s labor. The resulting loss is “capable of pecuniary admeasurement” because the value of reputation is determined by the marketplace in exactly the same manner that the marketplace determines the cash value of any property loss.15

The concept of reputation as property explains why defamation law proscribes aspersions on an individual’s character even in contexts that are not narrowly oriented toward business relationships. This is because character can be viewed—and at the time Starkie was writing was in fact viewed—as “the fruit of personal exertion.”16 On this account character “is not inherited from parents; it is not created by external advantages; it is no necessary appendage of birth, or wealth, or talents, or station; but the result of one’s own endeavors,—the fruit and reward of good principles, manifested in a course of virtuous and honorable action.”17 Such character is understood to be a form of “capital” since it “creates funds” and the potential for “patronage and support.”18 The reputation for good character, as distinct from the possession of the character itself, can

15. Thomas Hobbes had by the seventeenth century already equated reputation with monetary value. To Hobbes the “Value, or WORTH of a man, is, as of all other things, his Price . . .,” and the “manifestation of the Value we set on one another, is that which is commonly called Honouring, and Dishonouring. To Value a man at a high rate, is to Honour him; at a low rate, is to Dishonour him.” T. Hobbes, Leviathan 42 (1651).
16. J. Hawes, Lectures Addressed to the Young Men of Hartford and New Haven 95 (Hartford 1828).
17. Id. at 95-96.
18. Id. at 112.
also be understood as the result of individual exertion. From this perspective defamation law safeguards “that repute which is slowly built up by integrity, honorable conduct, and right living. One’s good name is . . . as truly the product of one’s efforts as any physical possession.”¹⁹ The potential financial importance of a reputation for good character was stressed by Max Weber, who in his travels in the United States observed that qualifying for “admission” to certain voluntary religious sects was “recognized as an absolute guarantee of the moral qualities of a gentleman,” a guarantee that immediately translated into “credit worthiness.”²⁰ Benjamin Franklin even went so far as to define “character in terms of the amount of ‘credit’ a community would extend to a person, based on an estimate of his ‘good repute,’ his ‘affluence,’ and his ‘felicity.’”²¹ Unjustified aspersions on character can thus deprive individuals of the results of their labors of self-creation, and the ensuing injury can be monetarily assessed.

The concept of reputation as property presupposes that individuals are connected to each other through the institution of the market. The market provides the mechanism by which the value of property is determined. The purpose of the law of defamation is to protect individuals within the market by ensuring that their reputation is not wrongfully deprived of its proper market value. Defamation law should therefore not be concerned with purely private injuries which are independent of the market. Although individuals may attach importance to the way others regard them, a decline in this regard resulting merely in hurt feelings should not be the subject of redress. Thus Starkie notes that defamation law exists to compensate “temporal” losses, not “spiritual grievances, which cannot be estimated in money . . . [A]nd so, a mere injury to the feelings without actual deterioration of person or property, cannot form an independent and substantive ground of proceeding.”²²

Underlying the concept of reputation as property is an implicit image of a form of society that I shall call a “market society.” Three distinctive features of this image should be emphasized. First, because the concept views a person as capable of creating his reputation, it presupposes that no matter what society’s present estimation of an individ-

²³. Of course reputation as property, like any other form of property, can, in certain circumstances, be exchanged between persons; it can sometimes be sold and perhaps even inherited. An example would be a corporation that purchases the good will of another. The essential point, however, is that reputation as property can also be the product of individual effort, indeed may ultimately be founded upon individual effort, and that the worth of such reputation is determined by reference to the marketplace.
ual, he in theory always retains the capacity to work toward the production of a new reputation. In this sense individuals in a market society are understood to possess personal identities that are distinct from and anterior to their social identities.\textsuperscript{24} Individuals are not constituted by the social regard with which they are apprehended by others.

Second, because the concept of reputation as property requires defamation law to protect only those aspects of an individual's reputation that the market can measure, the concept assumes that the worth of a person's reputation will vary with market conditions. Reputation is thus not an absolute, a matter of either honor or dishonor. It is instead envisioned as a smooth and continuous curve of potential value. The legally protected interest in reputation will rise or fall depending upon an individual's productivity and upon fluctuations in market conditions.

Third, the concept of reputation as property presupposes that all persons are equal, in the sense of "the equal subordination of every individual to the laws of the market."\textsuperscript{25} No person has the right to a reputation other than that created by the evaluative processes of the market, and, conversely, every person enjoys an equal right to enter the market to attempt to achieve what reputation he can.

The concept of reputation as property, together with the image of the market society that it carries within it, can create a powerful and internally coherent account of defamation law. It can explain why the law protects reputation, and what kinds of social evaluation deserve the law's protection. There are aspects of modern defamation law that can be understood only by reference to the concept of reputation as property, as, for example, the fact that corporations and other inanimate entities can sue for defamation.\textsuperscript{26} The concept of reputation as property is so deeply imbedded in our understanding of defamation law that a prominent nineteenth century writer could conclude that in defamation law "the protection is to the property, and not to the reputation... [P]ecuniary loss to the plaintiff is the gist of the action for slander or libel."\textsuperscript{27} And in the twentieth century no less a commentator than David Riesman could observe that where, as in the United States, "tradition is

\textsuperscript{24} See A. Kronman, Max Weber 104 (1983).

\textsuperscript{25} C.B. MacPherson, The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to Locke 85 (1962). Many of the characteristics described in the text are similar to those used by MacPherson to describe a "possessive market society." See id. at 53-61.

\textsuperscript{26} Restatement (Second) of Torts §§ 561-562 (1977); W. Prosser, D. Dobbs, R. Keeton & D. Owen, Prosser & Keeton on Torts 779-80 (5th ed. 1984) [hereinafter Prosser & Keeton].

\textsuperscript{27} J. Townshend, A Treatise on the Wrongs Called Slander and Libel 108-09 (1877). Almost 100 years earlier James Wilson had noted that "the honour of character is a property, which is, indeed, precious... [I]t is a property, which must be purchased." 2 The Works of James Wilson 595 (R. McClosky ed. 1967). See Dixon v. Holden, 7 L.R.-Eq. 488, 492 (1869) (A man's reputation "is his property, and, if possible, more valuable than other property.")
capitalistic rather than feudalistic, reputation is only an asset, 'good will', not an attribute to be sought after for its intrinsic value."

It is clear, however, that the concept of reputation as property is deeply inconsistent with important doctrines of common law defamation. It cannot explain so fundamental a doctrine as that a communication must be deemed defamatory before it can support an action. The common law of defamation will not offer redress for untrue communications that are not defamatory, even if they cause damage to an individual’s credit or business opportunities. An example is a communication to the effect that an individual is dead. The very elementary requirement that liability attach only to defamatory communications can be explained only by reference to a concept of reputation other than that of reputation as property.

The concept of reputation as property also cannot explain the important fact that at common law “harm to reputation was presumed from the publication” of a communication that was a slander per se or libel, and that in a civil suit “the trier of facts could return a substantial verdict for the plaintiff without any proof of actual harm to reputation.” The presumption of damages thus puts defamation law in the business of compensating individuals for harms which, from the perspective of reputation as property, may well be nonexistent.

The usual explanation of this “oddity of tort law,” which has been called “the most important single rule in defamation,” is “that damage to reputation is recurringly difficult to prove and that requiring actual proof would repeatedly destroy any chance for adequate compensa-

(per Malins, V.C.). G.S. BOWER, A CODE OF THE LAW OF ACTIONABLE DEFAMATION 275 (1908) (“For purposes of the civil law of defamation, reputation is regarded as a species of property.”).

28. Riesman, Democracy and Defamation: Control of Group Libel, 42 COLUM. L. REV. 727, 730 (1942). For this reason Riesman concluded that in the United States “[t]he law of libel is consequently unimportant.” Id.


tion.” But there are three reasons why this explanation is unconvincing, at least under the concept of reputation as property. First, the presumption of injury in defamation law is irrebuttable. “[T]he fact that defendant can show that no damage whatsoever has occurred will not defeat the action.” Since damages are “conclusively” presumed, a plaintiff can recover large damages even if he specifically withdraws from the court any claim that his reputation has in fact been damaged, and even if it is established that no one believed the defamatory communication. The fact that the presumption of general damages is irrebuttable is inexplicable from the standpoint of the concept of reputation as property, and it strongly suggests that the presumption is performing a function quite different than that of merely filling an evidentiary vacuum.

Second, the law of defamation presumes damages only in certain kinds of cases. The common law distinguishes between libel and slander, and between slander and slander per se. Damages are presumed only if the communication at issue constitutes slander per se or libel. While cases that require proof of damages are now relatively rare, they were once viewed as constituting an important part of defamation law. Indeed Starkie observed that “[i]n general . . . it is necessary to prove a specific loss to have been sustained, by the evidence of which a jury is to be guided in assessing pecuniary damages.” Yet there is no reason to believe that in such cases the difficulty in proving actual damage to reputation is in any degree diminished.

39. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 568 (1977). A rough characterization of this distinction is that it corresponds to the difference between written and oral communication. But see id. § 568A.
40. Id. §§ 569-574. Although the common law has at various times recognized different categories of slander per se, it is now ordinarily understood to encompass four kinds of oral communication: those that impute a criminal offense to another; those that impute a loathsome disease; those that impute matters incompatible with another’s business, trade, profession, or office; and those that impute serious sexual misconduct. Id. § 570.
41. Id. §§ 558(d), 575.
42. T. STARKIE, supra note 14, at 9.
Third, in the closely related tort of injurious falsehood, which historically has been known by such names as "disparagement of property," "slander of goods," or "trade libel," and which is unequivocally addressed to the protection of property interests like chattels, trademarks, copyrights, and patents, the law does not presume damage from the fact of publication. A plaintiff must instead earn his damages by tendering the usual proof of pecuniary loss. In many cases, particularly where the plaintiff is a corporation, it is difficult to distinguish between defamation and injurious falsehood, since it is not possible to separate defamation of the plaintiff from disparagement of plaintiff’s property or business. Yet damages will only be presumed if the action is styled as one for defamation. In such cases the evidentiary explanation of the presumption of damages is revealed as the fiction that it is.

Important and fundamental aspects of defamation law are thus inexplicable from the perspective of reputation as property. To understand them, we must turn to the analysis of other concepts of reputation.

B. Reputation as Honor

There is an ancient tradition which views the worth of reputation as incommensurate with the values of the marketplace. The Bible, for example, tells us that “[a] good name is rather to be chosen than great riches.” And Shakespeare observes that a “purse” is merely “trash” when compared to the value of a “good name.” The concepts of reputation underlying this tradition are clearly incompatible with the notion of reputation as a form of property.

One strand of this tradition was influential in preindustrial England during the formative years of defamation law. This was the view that reputation was a form of honor. The concept of honor has many aspects, but the kind of honor that was most important for the development of defamation law may be defined as a form of reputation in which an individual personally identifies with the normative characteristics of a

43. See Prosser & Keeton, supra note 26, at 962-68.
44. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 633 (1977).
45. Prosser & Keeton, supra note 26, at 964-65.
47. See W. Shakespeare, Othello, supra note 7.
particular social role and in return personally receives from others the regard and estimation that society accords to that role.\footnote{50} An individual does not earn or create this kind of honor through effort or labor; he claims a right to it by virtue of the status with which society endows his social role.\footnote{51} For example a king does not work to attain the honor of his kingship, but rather benefits from the honor which society attributes to his position. The price of this benefit is that society expects him to aspire to "personify" these attributes and to make them part of his personal honor.\footnote{52}

The anthropologist John Davis has observed that the "essential characteristics of honour are"

first that it is a system of stratification: it describes the distribution of wealth in a social idiom, and prescribes appropriate behaviour for people at the various points in the hierarchy; it entails acceptance of superordination and subordination. Second, it is an absolute system . . . Third, it does seem to be characteristic of honour that it is associated with integrity: the whole man is contemplated.\footnote{53}

Honor differs from the concept of reputation as property in each of these characteristics. Whereas reputation as property presupposes the equality of all individuals before the marketplace, honor presupposes that individuals are unequal. An individual's honor is but the personal reflection of the status which society ascribes to his social position. Individuals are therefore inherently unequal because they occupy different social roles. It is characteristic of honor that these social roles are hierarchically arranged. Thus Montesquieu theorized that "honor" is the principal "spring" of monarchies, because "it is the nature of honor to aspire to preferments and distinguishing titles," and "[a] monarchical government supposeth . . . preeminences, ranks, and likewise a noble descent."\footnote{54}

Whereas reputation as property assumes that the value of reputation fluctuates according to individual effort and market conditions, reputation as honor is fixed. Different social positions will be more or less honorific, and within each social position either one will have the honor which is due that position, or one will not and be accordingly dishonored. Honor cannot be converted into a continuous medium of exchange. It cannot be bought and sold like goodwill, but is instead attached to

\footnote{50} For a discussion of the relationship between the concept of honor and the nature of status groups, see M. Weber, supra note 20, at 186-88.
\footnote{52} Id. at 22. See J.K. Campbell, Honour and the Devil, in Honour and Shame: The Values of the Mediterranean, supra note 51, at 149.
\footnote{53} J. Davis, People of the Mediterranean: An Essay in Comparative Social Anthropology 98 (1977).
specific social roles.\textsuperscript{55} It can be forfeited by improper behavior, but it cannot be individually created. It is a matter of either fulfilling or failing to fulfill the requirements of one's social position.

Whereas reputation as property presupposes that individual identity is distinct from reputation, in the sense that an individual can always construct a new reputation, honor is a matter that swallows "the whole man." "The concept of honor implies that identity is essentially, or at least importantly, linked to institutional roles."\textsuperscript{56} Conversely, "dishonor is a fall from grace in the most comprehensive sense—loss of face in the community, but also loss of self and separation from the basic norms that govern human life."\textsuperscript{57}

The value of honor is the value of a meaningful life, and for that reason its worth cannot be measured by the marketplace. As stated in the report of De Libellis Famosis, one of "the earliest authorities upon the law of libel of any importance,"\textsuperscript{59} a good name "ought to be more precious" than life itself.\textsuperscript{60}

The concept of honor presupposes an image of society in which ascribed social roles are pervasive and well established, and in which such roles provide the point of reference both for the ascription of social status\textsuperscript{61} and for the normative standards of personal conduct. The soci-

---

\textsuperscript{55} The practice in preindustrial England of buying and selling honorific titles was widely perceived to be disreputable, in large part because it attempted to convert status into money. For example in 1626 the House of Commons complained that the practice "extremely deflowers the flowers of the Crown; for it makes them cheap to all beholders; it deprives the Crown of the best and cheapest way of rewarding great public servants, since it brings such rewards into contempt; it makes men pursue money rather than merit; 'It introduceth a strange confusion, mingling the meaner with the more pure and refined metal'; in short, 'It's a prodigious scandal to this nation.'" Quoted and summarized in L. STONE, THE CRISIS OF THE ARISTOCRACY 120 (1965).


\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.} at 87. See N. ELIAS, THE COURT SOCIETY 95-96 (E. Jephcott trans. 1983).

\textsuperscript{58} W. SHAKESPEARE, RICHARD II, act I, scene i, ll. 177-83.

\textsuperscript{59} 2 J.F. STEPHEN, A HISTORY OF THE CRIMINAL LAW OF ENGLAND 304 (1883).

\textsuperscript{60} 3 Co. Rep. 254, 255, pt. v, fol. 125, 77 Eng. Rep. 250, 251 (1605). "As the soule is more precious than the bodie; so it is greater offence to take away any mans good name, which refresheth the soule, then to defraude him of his foode, that sustaineth but the bodie." B. RICH, FAULTES FAULTS AND NOTHING ELSE BUT FAULTS 13 (M. Wolfe Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints ed. 1965) (1606).

\textsuperscript{61} For a discussion of the concept of ascribed status, see R. LINTON, THE STUDY OF MAN 113-31 (1936).
ety of preindustrial England had many of these characteristics; borrowing from F.M.L. Thompson's description of eighteenth-century England, I shall refer to this kind of social structure as a "deference society." 63

Defamation law would operate differently in a deference society than in a market society. In the latter, reputation is a quintessentially private possession; it is created by individual effort and is of importance primarily to those who have created it. Reputation's claim to legal protection is neither greater nor less than the claim to public protection of similar private goods. The preservation of honor in a deference society, on the other hand, entails more than the protection of merely individual interests. Since honor is not created by individual labor, but instead by shared social perceptions that transcend the behavior of particular persons, honor is "a public good, not merely a private possession." 64 An insult to the king involves not only injury to the king's personal interests, but also damage to the social status with which society has invested the role of kingship.

The protection of honor thus involves the maintenance of "the consensus of the society with regard to the order of precedence." 65 To serve this function, defamation law must define and enforce the ascribed status of social roles. This function can be perceived in the early common law, in which words that "would not be actionable in the case of a common person, yet when spoken in disgrace of... high and respectable characters... amount to an atrocious injury." 66 The function was epitomized in the law of seditious libel, which punished as a crime any speech "that may tend to lessen [the King] in the esteem of his subjects, may weaken his government, or may raise jealousies between him and his people." 67

---

66. W. Blackstone, supra note 10, at 123. See F. Holt, supra note 64, at 90; "The offence of libel and slander is proportionately more criminal as it presumes to reach persons to whom special veneration is due. The diminution of their credit is a public mischief, and the state itself suffers in their becoming the objects of scorn...."
67. W. Blackstone, supra note 10, at 123; see W.B. Odgers, A Digest of the Law of Libel and Slander 479-98 (4th ed. 1905). In 1724 Sergeant William Hawkins could summarize the law of defamation as reaching its apex in the crime of seditious libel:

Nor can there be any Doubt, but that a Writing which defames Private Persons only, is as much a Libel as that which defames Persons intrusted with a Publick Capacity, inasmuch as it manifestly tends to create ill Blood, and to cause a Disturbance of the Publick Peace; However, it is certain, That it is a very high Aggravation of a Libel that it tends to scandalize the Government, by reflecting on those who are intrusted with the
Seditious libel protected "not only the royal family and other dignitaries in person, but also certain groups which symbolize or represent the 'State.'" 68

In defining and enforcing the ascribed status of social roles, defamation law is "authoritative," 69 in the sense that it speaks with the full force of public power. This means that in a deference society defamation law has the potential to be used either as a potent method for reaffirming the importance to the whole society of the status of particular social roles, or as an instrument for the forceful imposition of such status. The tension between these two functions is illustrated by the enactment of Fox's Libel Act in 1792. 70 Prior to the Act, judges in eighteenth-century England had attempted strictly to confine the discretion of juries in criminal trials for seditious libel. Judges decided whether the communication at issue was seditious and whether it had been published with criminal intent. 71 Virtually all that was left to juries was the empty task of determining whether the defendant had in fact published the offending communication. 72 The Act was a "momentous change in the law of libel," 73 giving juries the power to return a general verdict and hence to exercise their power of nullification. 74 In essence, therefore, the Act ensured that judges, as officers of the crown, could not use the law of seditious libel to impose a view of ascribed hierarchical status not shared by the community at large.

From the perspective of an individual who has been dishonored by a libel or slander, the function of defamation law cannot be simply to provide compensation for injuries "capable of pecuniary admeasurement." 75 The loss of honor is a loss of status and personal identity; the value of a good name, which "ought to be more precious" than life, 76 can scarcely be comprehended by pecuniary damages. Instead the essential objective of defamation law must be conceived as the restoration of honor. I shall use the term "vindication" to refer to the process by which honor is

---

68. Riesman, supra note 28, at 735-36.
69. C.B. MacPherson, supra note 25, at 49; see Pitt-Rivers, supra note 49, at 504.
70. See J.F. Stephen, supra note 59, at 319-47.
74. Green, supra note 71, at 44-45.
75. T. Starkie, supra note 14, at xx.
restored. Vindication should be understood as the mirror image of the "denunciation of wrong doing"77 which occurs in the criminal law. The conviction and punishment of a criminal defendant is in effect a "status degradation ceremony" in which the defendant "becomes in the eyes of his condemners literally a different and new person."78 The vindication of the honor of a libel victim can be thought of as the converse, as a "status rehabilitation ceremony."

In order to understand how defamation law can vindicate honor, it must be recalled that at traditional common law a libel victim was given a choice of "two remedies; one by indictment and another by action."79 If the person elected to proceed by way of criminal prosecution, the truth or falsity of the libel was deemed immaterial, 80 and the defendant was "not allowed to alledge the truth of it by way of justification."81 Thus the libel victim achieved vindication not by disproving the libel, but rather by punishing the libeller. This is consistent with the earliest meaning of "vindication," which is "the action of avenging or revenging."82 There is a clear analogy between the traditional common law of criminal libel and the "Code of Honor" under which gentlemen duelists sought to "avenge insults" and thereby achieve "the restoration of wounded honor."83 As the old saw would have it, "The laundry of honor is only


79. W. BLACKSTONE, supra note 10, at 125. See F. HOLT, supra note 64, at 241. A person who had been slandered did not have the option of proceeding by way of criminal indictment, unless he was "one of the great men of the realm," in which case the slander was deemed Scandalum Magnatum and punishable by criminal prosecution. T. STARKIE, supra note 14, at 145-47. For a rare example of the use of Scandalum Magnatum in America, see J. BENTON JR., A NOTABLE LIBEL CASE: THE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF THOLORE LYMANN JR. BY DANIEL WEBSTER 35 (1904).

80. See De Libellis Famosis, 3 Co. Rep. 254, 255, pt. v, fol. 125, 77 Eng. Rep. 250, 251 (1605) ("It is not material whether the libel be true.").

81. W. BLACKSTONE, supra note 10, at 126 (footnote omitted). For a discussion of the American cases, see 2 J. KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAW 18-24 (2d ed. New York 1832). In the view of the early common law, "the greater the truth, the greater the libel." Riesman, supra note 28, at 735.

82. S OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 496 (James Murray ed. 1910). In modern English this sense remains present in the word "vindictive," which stems from the same root as vindication.


In his Principles of Penal Law, Jeremy Bentham gave considerable thought to the question of what legal "remedies for offences against honour" could create the "honorary satisfaction" provided by "the practice of duelling." 1 THE WORKS OF JEREMY BENTHAM 376-80 (1859). Bentham listed 12 different punishments for such offenses, ranging from "[t]he offender kneeling before the party
bleached with blood."\textsuperscript{84}

If the libelled person elected to proceed by way of civil action, however, the situation was quite different. The defendant could not be punished, but only compelled to pay damages. Although the stated purpose of the award of damages was to permit "the plaintiff . . . to recover by way of compensation,"\textsuperscript{85} the concept of reputation as honor would require these damages also to be understood as part of the process by which the plaintiff's honor was vindicated.\textsuperscript{86} Thus in an early case in which a defendant had said of an English Lord that he was "an unworthy man, and acts against law and reason," the jury awarded four thousand pounds in damages to the plaintiff not, it was said, "that he was damnified so much, but that he might have the greater opportunity to shew himself noble in the remitting of them."\textsuperscript{87}

Analysis is further complicated by the fact that truth was (and is) a complete defense to the civil tort of libel.\textsuperscript{88} Thus the relief provided by the civil action could not be simply vindication in the primitive sense of "avenging," but rather in the more modern sense of "justifying."\textsuperscript{89} The issue of truth shifts inquiry away from the impersonal attributes of social roles, which cannot be true or false, and toward the particular conduct of the individuals who occupy those roles. In contrast to the criminal rem-

\textsuperscript{84} "La lessive de l'honneur ne se coule qu'au sang." Pitt-Rivers, supra note 51, at 25 (footnote omitted); see id. at 24-31.


\textsuperscript{88} See Holdsworth, Defamation in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, 41 L.Q. Rev. 13, 28 (1925). There is some ambiguous authority for the conclusion that in the early days of the common law truth was not a defense to a civil action for libel. See Ray, Truth: A Defense to Libel, 16 Minn. L. Rev. 43, 49-50 (1931). There are also some relatively modern cases holding that truth is not a complete defense. See, e.g., Hutchins v. Page, 75 N.H. 215, 72 A. 689 (1909). For an examination of these cases, see Franklin, The Origins and Constitutionality of Limitations on Truth as a Defense in Tort Law, 16 Stan. L. Rev. 789 (1964).

\textsuperscript{89} "The action of making, proving, or accounting just." 8 Oxford English Dictionary 496 (James Murray ed. 1910).
edy, in which truth was irrelevant and the focus of the proceeding was therefore clearly and narrowly on the defendant's affront to the honorific status of the plaintiff's role, the focus of the civil proceeding was expanded to include the possible derelictions of the plaintiff. Since an individual could be dishonored for failing to live up to the requirements of his social role, the plaintiff could be required to demonstrate that he had not acted dishonorably before being entitled to receive civil damages.

The concept of reputation as honor is consonant with aspects of defamation law that are difficult to understand from the perspective of reputation as property. For example, the common law distinction between defamatory and nondefamatory communications, which in a market society would leave some actual injuries inexplicably uncompensated, can be conceptualized as a method of distinguishing between those communications that are relevant to the question of honor, and those that are not. Similarly, the common law presumption of damages, which in a market society is simply an undeserved windfall to the plaintiff, can be conceived as empowering juries to pursue the "noncompensatory" end of vindicating the plaintiff's honor in the community.

The kind of deference society presupposed by the concept of reputation as honor could not be said to have existed in anything like a pure form in preindustrial England. Even as Coke was reporting De Libellis Famosis, Shakespeare, in the accents of King Lear's darkest vision, had seen the beggar run from the farmer's dog, and had beheld "the great image of authority — a dog's obeyed in office." This dissociation of the person from the office is incompatible with the very premises of a deference society. It is in fact more characteristic of our own social world, dominated as it is by a rational legal authority in which bureaucratic office is defined precisely by its contrast to the private identity of office-holders. If in a deference society an attack upon the person of the king was equivalent to an attack on the institution of monarchy, we are now more likely to distinguish between an attack on the president and an attack on the institution of the presidency.

As this example illustrates, however, we still have a lingering sense that roles and individuals are interdependent. De Tocqueville, commenting on the demise of honor in the United States, observed that "the

92. W. SHAKESPEARE, KING LEAR, act IV, scene vi, ll. 152-56.
93. See generally M. WEBER, supra note 11, at 217-23.
94. See, e.g., Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 634 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring) ("The opinions of judges, no less than executives and publicists, often suffer the infirmity of . . . confounding the permanent executive office with its temporary occupant.").
dissimilarities and inequalities of men gave rise to the notion of honor; that notion is weakened in proportion as these differences are obliterated, and with them it would disappear. Our contemporary attitude toward honor is for this reason bound up with our commitment to egalitarianism. In some institutions, like the military, egalitarian ideals play a relatively small role, and consequently the concept of personal honor, as defined by a hierarchical structure of rigidly defined social roles, remains of great importance. In other institutions, like the profession of medicine, we remain genuinely ambivalent whether the reputation of a doctor stems solely from her achievements, or whether it inheres in part in the magical status of simply being a physician. As these illustrations suggest, the concept of reputation as honor is not merely an important analytic tool for understanding the early common law of criminal libel, and perhaps also the development of the civil side of the tort, but it may also have significant implications for understanding the ways in which our own law of defamation is actually practiced.

C. Reputation as Dignity

When the United States Supreme Court attempts to characterize the nature of a state's interest in protecting reputation, it frequently relies upon a passage in Justice Stewart's concurring opinion in Rosenblatt v. Baer:

The right of a man to the protection of his own reputation from unjustified invasion and wrongful hurt reflects no more than our basic concept of the essential dignity and worth of every human being—a concept at the root of any decent system of ordered liberty. The protection of private personality, like the protection of life itself, is left primarily to the individual States under the Ninth and Tenth Amendments. But this does not mean that the right is entitled to any less recognition by this Court as a basic of our constitutional system.

The rhetorical power of the passage is undeniable. It has proved enormously influential, and can fairly be characterized as an authentic con-

95. II A. de Tocqueville, Democracy in America 255 (H. Reeve trans. 1945).
temporary expression of common law understanding of the law of defamation.

The passage, however, appears to rest on a paradox, for it is not immediately clear how reputation, which is social and public, and which resides in the "common or general estimate of a person," can possibly affect the "essential dignity" of a person's "private personality." The gulf that appears to separate reputation from dignity can be spanned only if defamation law contains an implicit theory of the relationship between the private and public aspects of the self.

Precisely such a theory was developed by the founders of the symbolic interactionist school of American sociology, Charles H. Cooley and George Herbert Mead. Mead in particular developed a detailed and persuasive account of the interdependence of individual personality and general social perspectives. For Mead the image of the game was of particular significance. In learning a game, a child cannot simply study one role, like that of a third baseman, but must instead come to understand all the different roles that comprise the game, together with their relationship to each other. Only by thus internalizing the perspectives of all the game's participants can the child learn to engage in the common endeavor that is baseball. In a similar way a person learns how to live in a society by understanding the different roles by which it is comprised. The internalization of these various perspectives is what constitutes an individual's identity:

The game is then an illustration of the situation out of which an organized personality arises. In so far as the child does take the attitude of the other and allows that attitude of the other to determine the thing he is going to do with reference to a common end, he is becoming an organic member of society. He is taking over the morale of that society and is becoming an essential member of it. . . .


100. See G.H. Mead, Mind, Self, and Society (1934).
What goes to make up the organized self is the organization of the attitudes which are common to the group. A person is a personality because he belongs to a community, because he takes over the institutions of that community into his own conduct. He takes its language as the medium by which he gets his personality, and then through a process of taking the different roles that all the others furnish he comes to get the attitude of the members of the community. Such, in a certain sense, is the structure of a man's personality. The structure, then, on which the self is built is this response which is common to all, for one has to be a member of a community to be a self.101

Erving Goffman, the most influential modern writer in the symbolic interactionist tradition, has noted that the socialization process described by Mead should not be understood as having a definite terminus, a point at which an independent and mature self emerges as if from a chrysalis. Identity is rather continuously being constituted through social interactions.102 For Goffman these interactions take the form of rules of "deference and demeanor."103 Rules of deference define conduct by which a person conveys appreciation "to a recipient of this recipient, or of something of which this recipient is taken as a symbol, extension, or agent."104 Rules of demeanor define conduct by which a person expresses "to those in his immediate presence that he is a person of certain desirable or undesirable qualities."105 Rules of deference and demeanor constitute "rules of conduct which bind the actor and the recipient together" and "are the bindings of society."106 By following these rules, individuals both confirm the social order in which they live and constitute "ritual" and "sacred" aspects of their own identity.107 The price of this process, however, is that each "individual must rely on others to complete the picture of him of which he himself is allowed to paint only certain parts."

Each individual is responsible for the demeanor image of himself and the deference image of others, so that for a complete man to be expressed, individuals must hold hands in a chain of ceremony, each giving deferential with proper demeanor to the one on the right what will be received

101. Id. at 159, 162; see id. at 152-64.
103. Id. at 47.
104. Id. at 56.
105. Id. at 77.
106. Id. at 90.
107. Id. at 91. In this formulation Goffman was influenced by Emil Durkheim:
Morality would no longer be morality if it had no elements of religion. . . . The respect which we have for the human being is distinguishable only very slightly from that which the faithful of all religions have for the objects they deem sacred. This characteristic, sacredness, can be expressed . . . in secular terms. . . .

. . . . Society has consecrated the individual and made him pre-eminently worthy of respect.
deferentially from the one on the left. While it may be true that the individual has a unique self all his own, evidence of this possession is thoroughly a product of joint ceremonial labor, the part expressed through the individual's demeanor being no more significant than the part conveyed by others through their deferential behavior toward him.\(^{108}\)

Goffman's account provides a theory for connecting the law of defamation to the concept of dignity. Dignity, after all, is a ritual and ceremonial aspect of the self that we associate with the self's integrity,\(^{109}\) which is to say with its completeness. Dignity can only be confirmed by the respect that is its due.\(^{110}\) Yet in Goffman's view dignity is always at risk, since in any social transaction the "chain of ceremony" may be broken, and hence a "complete man" may fail to be socially constituted. In this way our own sense of intrinsic self-worth, stored in the deepest recesses of our "private personality," is perpetually dependent upon the ceremonial observance by those around us of rules of deference and demeanor. The law of defamation can be conceived as a method by which society polices breaches of its rules of deference and demeanor, thereby protecting the dignity of its members. When rules of deference and demeanor are embodied in speech, and hence are subject to the law of defamation, I shall call them "rules of civility."

A preliminary objection to this concept of reputation as dignity is that defamation law will not impose liability for breach of a civility rule unless there has been a "publication to a third party,"\(^{111}\) whereas Goffman makes clear that rules of deference and demeanor are especially characteristic of face-to-face interactions. If the function of defamation law is to protect individual dignity, and if individual dignity can be compromised by the violation of civility rules in face-to-face interactions,\(^{112}\) it is not clear why defamation law refuses to impose liability in such situations.

The response to this objection requires us to probe somewhat more

\(^{108}\) E. Goffman, supra note 102, at 84-85.

\(^{109}\) See Pritchard, Human Dignity and Justice, 82 ETHICS 299, 300-02 (1972).

\(^{110}\) See, e.g., Spiegelberg, Human Dignity: A Challenge to Contemporary Philosophy, 9 Phil. F. (Nos. 1/2) 39, 58-61 (March 1971); Edel, Humanist Ethics and the Meaning of Human Dignity, in MORAL PROBLEMS IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY (P. Kuhf, ed. 1969); E. Durkheim, supra note 107, at 89; A. Gutmann, LIBERAL EQUALITY 18 (1980).

\(^{111}\) Restatement (Second) of Torts § 558(b) (1977).

\(^{112}\) This is no doubt the basis of Alexander Bickel's observation that there is "a kind of cursing, assaultive speech that amounts to almost physical aggression, bullying that is no less punishing because it is simulated." A. Bickel, THE MORALITY OF CONSENT 72 (1975). In this regard it is fascinating to note that the Anglo-Saxon law from which common law defamation evolved "was particularly concerned with insulting words addressed by one person to another." T. Plucknett, supra note 73, at 483. The requirement that the communication be published to a third party emerged only gradually. Id. at 484.
deeply into the relationship between civility and dignity. Goffman notes that breaking a rule of conduct creates an ambiguous situation, for two individuals run the risk of becoming discredited: one with an obligation, who should have governed himself by the rule; the other with an expectation, who should have been treated in a particular way because of this governance. Both actor and recipient are threatened.

In a purely dyadic exchange, the breach of a rule of civility will have equivocal significance, because it is not clear whether the dignity of the recipient or the social competence of the actor has been impaired. When the breach occurs in the presence of third parties, however, the audience is in effect invited to choose between these two interpretations. If the audience sides with the actor, the recipient will be discredited and stigmatized as a person unworthy of being treated with civility; in effect he will be subject to “exclusion from belonging as a respected and responsible” member of society.

The dignity that defamation law protects is thus the respect (and self-respect) that arises from full membership in society. Rules of civility are the means by which society defines and maintains this dignity. Conversely, rules of civility are also the means by which society distinguishes members from nonmembers. Persons who are socially acceptable will be included within the forms of respect that constitute social dignity; persons who are stigmatized as deviants will be excluded. The maintenance of such social boundaries is an important method by which societies “develop an orderly sense of their own cultural identity” and hence preserve “the stability of social life.” Implicit in the concept of reputation as dignity, therefore, is the potential for a dual function for defamation law: the protection of an individual’s interest in dignity, which is to say his interest in being included within the forms of social respect; and the enforcement of society’s interest in its rules of civility, which is to say its interest in defining and maintaining the contours of its own social constitution.

---

113. E. Goffman, supra note 102, at 51.
114. In Goffman’s view, to stigmatize someone is to view that person in a way that is “deeply discrediting.” E. Goffman, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity 3 (1963).
117. Gossip is also a means by which communities (informally) enforce communal norms, and anthropologists view such gossip as “part of the very blood and tissue” of “community life,” and a central mechanism by which a community is “held together and maintains its values.” Gluckman, Gossip and Scandal, 4 Current Anthropology 307, 308 (1963). Gossip has the power of “interpreting a community to itself.” P.M. Spacks, Gossip 231 (1985). See Zimmerman, Requiem for a Heavyweight: A Farewell to Warren and Brandeis’s Privacy Tort, 68 Corn. L. Rev. 291, 326-37 (1983).
What it means for the law to perform the first of these functions, the protection of individual dignity, is by no means clear. Dignity is not like property, for dignity is not the result of individual achievement and its value cannot be measured in the marketplace. It is instead "essential" and intrinsic in "every human being."\textsuperscript{118} It is inaccurate, therefore, to speak of defamation law as "compensating" for the loss of dignity. Dignity cannot be restored through money damages.\textsuperscript{119} The jury which refused to award compensatory damages to a plaintiff expelled from Post 12 of the Polish Army Veterans Association because of an accusation of embezzlement illustrates the point. The jury sent the following written note to the Court:

He who steals my purse, steals trash; but, he who steals my reputation steals my life. Therefore, as . . . jurors we feel that no amt. of gold or silver can compensate for a man's reputation & if Mr. Laniecki [the plaintiff] is publically [sic] cleared and reinstated into (his) Post 12, or the Post of his choice this would be reward enough. We also wish to give nothing for libel, but grant $5000 for punitive damages.\textsuperscript{120} It is also impossible to conceive of dignity as being "vindicated" by a duel or by the early procedures of criminal defamation. Methods that have been consonant with the restoration of honor, therefore, do not seem consistent with our conception of dignity.

What it means to protect dignity is of course dependent upon what it means to lose dignity. If defamation law protects against the loss of dignity that occurs when an individual is potentially excluded from the embrace of a community's rules of civility, then, from the plaintiff's point of view, protection of dignity must imply a confirmation of membership in that community. Defamation law is an excellent vehicle for that confirmation, because it provides an occasion for a court to resolve the ambiguity created when rules of civility are violated. A defamation trial can from this perspective be viewed as an arena in which the parties are free to present "competing interpretations of behavior":\textsuperscript{121} the plaintiff contending that the defamation should be explained by the social incompetence and inappropriate behavior of the defendant; the defendant urging that the lack of respect implied by the defamation should be understood as justified by the plaintiff's conduct. The plaintiff's dignity is rehabilitated if the court authoritatively determines that the defend-


\textsuperscript{120} Laniecki v. Polish Army Veterans Ass'n, 331 Pa. Super. 413, 422, 480 A.2d 1101, 1105 (1984) (footnote omitted).

\textsuperscript{121} Lewis, Defamation: Reputation and Encounter, in Friedman/Rehbinder (Hrsg.), Zur Soziologie des Gerichtsverfahrens, Jahrbuch für Rechtssoziologie und Rechtstheorie, Band 4, 278.
ant's departure from the rules of civility was unjustified. In effect the court, speaking for the community at large, designates the plaintiff as worthy of respect, thereby confirming his membership within the community. I shall refer to this process by which dignity is confirmed as one of "rehabilitation."

The issue of truth is essential to a plaintiff's rehabilitation, for to succeed in a defamation suit he must persuade a court of the truth of his interpretation of events. If he fails in this task and the court agrees with the defendant's interpretation, the plaintiff's efforts will result in an authoritative confirmation of his own stigma. In either case the defamation trial will demarcate the boundaries of community membership. For this reason it is tempting to view the second function of defamation law, the enforcement of a community's rules of civility, as simply the mirror image of the first, the protection of individual dignity. But this would be a mistake. Protecting individual dignity is a matter of defending purely private interests, whereas enforcing rules of civility is a matter of safeguarding the public good inherent in the maintenance of community identity.

The two functions are thus analytically distinct, and the shape of common law defamation clearly indicates that the protection of the public good is an independent and important objective. This can be seen, for example, in the common law presumption of damages. If one distinguishes between the common law's refusal to make damages an element of the cause of action for libel and its conclusive presumption of damages, it is evident that the former is consistent with the purpose of rehabilitation, since requiring a showing of damages would leave without redress victims of libel who had suffered no material injury. But the irrebuttable presumption of damages does not follow from the purpose of rehabilitation, since dignity is not restored through a process of compensation. The most plausible interpretation of the presumption, therefore, is that it serves to maintain community identity, since it creates a license for juries to sanction defendants who trespass beyond the bounds of propriety.

The objective of maintaining community identity is also evident in those cases in which the common law enforces rules of civility even when individual dignity is not in fact at risk. Thus an action for defamation

122. David Hooper notes that "[t]here are two classic examples of the perils of libel actions":
In the first, the plaintiff sued for slander when he was called a highwayman. He lost and was arrested when he was leaving the court, tried on a charge of being a highwayman and hanged at Newgate. In the second Oscar Wilde sued the Marquess of Queensberry . . . for his notice about Oscar Wilde 'posing as a sodomite' . . . . Wilde prosecuted, lost, and was later tried himself and sent to prison for two years.
will lie even if a defendant can demonstrate that the defamatory statement was not "believed by those to whom it was published." Moreover under traditional common law rules a defendant could not defeat an action for defamation even by proving that the plaintiff was already such an outcast from the community that he had no reputation to lose. Evidence of a plaintiff's poor reputation was admissible only in mitigation of damages.

The common law takes its function of maintaining community identity so seriously that it will refuse to protect individual dignity if it determines that a particular community is not worthy of legal support. This is illustrated by the case of Connelly v. McKay, in which the plaintiff, who maintained a service station and rooming house primarily patronized by interstate truck drivers, alleged that he had been slandered by a statement that he was informing the Interstate Commerce Commission of the names of truck drivers who were violating ICC rules. The plaintiff claimed that the slander had resulted in damage to his business. It was clear that his reputation, considered as property, had been adversely affected. It was also clear that the slander alleged conduct that was heinous within the community of interstate truckers, and hence that the plaintiff's dignity as a member of that community was at risk. Nevertheless the court refused to enforce the plaintiff's claim, saying that an allegation "of giving information of violations of the law to the proper authorities" could not "constitute a foundation upon which to build an action for slander." In essence the court's decision was that the law of defamation should not be used to maintain the kind of deviant community constituted by the civility rules of interstate truckers, even though a person's dignity within that community was clearly at issue. Connelly is of course an extreme case, but it is a particularly clear example of a more subtle problem that defamation law must constantly face: the determination of

---

123. GATLEY ON LIBEL AND SLANDER, supra note 35, at ¶ 4. "If words are used which impute discreditable conduct to my friend, he has been defamed to me, although I do not believe the imputation, and may even know it is untrue." Hough v. London Express Newspapers, Ltd., [1940] 2 K.B. 507, 515 (per Goddard, L.J.). See Morgan v. Odhams Press Ltd., [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1239, 1253 (H.L.) (per Lord Morris). For representative American citations, see supra note 38.


125. GATLEY ON LIBEL AND SLANDER, supra, note 35, at ¶ 1414 & n.20.

126. 176 Misc. 685, 28 N.Y.S.2d 327 (1941).

127. Id. at 687, 28 N.Y.S.2d at 329.

the "class of persons whose reaction to the publication is the test of the wrongful character of the words used." The common law has formulated various answers to this problem. Sometimes defamation law incorporates the perspective of "a considerable and respectable class in the community"; sometimes the perspective of "right-thinking persons"; and sometimes the perspective of "society . . . taken as it is." No matter what the formulation, however, the essential question is not the protection of individual dignity, but rather which communities the law will assist in the maintenance of their cultural identity.

The concept of reputation as dignity, then, creates two analytically and operationally distinct functions for defamation law: the rehabilitation of individual dignity and the maintenance of communal identity. These two functions can in particular cases pull in opposite directions. Both functions, however, presuppose that individual identity is in some sense constituted by reputation, and in this regard the concept of reputation as dignity is similar to the concept of reputation as honor. But honor is concerned with attributes of personal identity that stem from the characteristics of particular social roles, whereas dignity is concerned with the aspects of personal identity that stem from membership in the general community. Hence defamation law under a regime of honor protects the status of specific social roles, whereas under a regime of dignity it safeguards the identity of the entire community. Distinction between social roles is accordingly the essence of honor, for it requires defamation law to protect those aspects of a status group that distinguish it from the rest of society. By contrast the concept of dignity is more difficult to characterize. From the perspective of the individual its essence is inclusion, for under its regime defamation law functions to protect the ability of individuals to be integrated into community membership. From the perspective of society, however, its essence is constitutive, for under the concept of dignity defamation law defines the boundaries and nature of the general community.

At the time of the English Renaissance, the word "dignity" had a meaning very close to that of honor. Indeed among the earliest usages of "dignity" recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary are those that carry the definition of "honourable or high estate, position, or estimation; hon-

By our own time, however, "dignity" has come to be viewed as universal and undifferentiated, as part of the "essential... worth of every human being." In his massive study of the history of civility, Norbert Elias found that civility, like dignity, was once associated primarily with "a courtly-aristocratic upper class," but that over time the practices of civility were diffused throughout the general society. Elias explains this diffusion as resulting from society's growing "complexity and functional differentiation" and the consequent "functional dependence of all on all." This complex interdependence led to the notion of "civilization"—an outgrowth of civility—as "a concept designating the manners and condition of existing society as a whole."

This image of "society as a whole" is made possible by the general diffusion of rules of civility. It is an encompassing image of a social entity that transcends particular roles and classes and status groupings. And it is an image that accordingly provides an important social foundation for the contemporary perception of a universal and undifferentiated human dignity. Unless we resort to theories of natural rights or theology, our own perception of "intrinsic" human dignity can refer to neither more nor less than the potential for every person to be admitted to membership in a society defined by the reciprocal observance of rules of civility. The concept of reputation as dignity, therefore, presupposes a particular kind of society, a social world that I shall call a "communitarian society."

Communitarian societies and market societies have in common the concept of equality. Just as in market societies all persons are equally subordinated to the market, so in communitarian societies all persons are equally eligible for inclusion within the community. In most other respects, however, market and communitarian societies are radically different. In market societies individuals create their reputation; in communitarian societies individuals are in a very important sense created by their reputation. In market societies reputation is a private good; in communitarian societies it is both a private and a public good. In market societies reputation is a form of property whose value is determined by...
the marketplace; in communitarian societies reputation is constitutive of social and individual identity, and its worth cannot be reduced to a monetary value.\footnote{For this reason a rough indication of the contemporary importance of the concept of reputation as dignity can be seen in the finding of the Iowa Libel Research Project that only about 20% of plaintiffs "appear to have sued to obtain money as compensation for actual material economic harm from the alleged libel." Bezanson, The Libel Suit in Retrospect: What Plaintiffs Want and What Plaintiffs Get, 74 CALIF. L. REV. 789, 791 n.7 (1986). Most libel plaintiffs do not appear to view the availability of money damages as particularly important. Instead the "major motivating factors" behind contemporary libel suits are "restoring reputation, correcting what plaintiffs view as falsity, and vengeance." Id. at 791 see Bezanson, Libel Law and the Realities of Libel Litigation: Setting the Record Straight, 71 IOWA L. REV. 226, 227-28 (1985).

140. See supra text accompanying notes 31-45. In a similar fashion the fact that in most jurisdictions actions for defamation do not survive a plaintiff's death is consistent with the concept of reputation as dignity, but not with the concept of reputation as property. Actions "for injury to property or property rights" characteristically survive a plaintiff's death, whereas defamation actions do not because they are viewed as merely "personal" to the plaintiff. A. Hanson, supra note 35, § 206.


142. Gatley on Libel and Slander, supra note 35, at ¶ 4 n.20.


144. The influence of the concept of reputation as dignity is even more evident in subsequent elaborations of this definition. For example, in Kimmerle v. New York Evening Journal, Inc., 262 N.Y. 99, 86 N.E. 217 (1933), the court defined defamatory words as those "which tend to expose one to public hatred, shame, obloquy, contumely, odium, contempt, ridicule, aversion, ostracism, degradation or disgrace, or to induce an evil opinion of one in the minds of right-thinking persons, and to deprive one of their confidence and friendly intercourse in society." Id. at 102, 186 N.E. at 218 (citing Sydney v. MacFadden Newspaper Publishing Corp., 242 N.Y. 208, 151 N.E. 209 (1926)).}
nessman which would not be covered by the definition.\textsuperscript{145} Reservations regarding the definition clearly reflect the influence of the concept of reputation as property, which would imply that words should be defamatory if they impair the market value of an individual's reputation. The strain of straddling these two divergent perspectives is evident in the second Restatement's definition of a defamatory communication:

A communication is defamatory if it tends so to harm the reputation of another as to lower him in the estimation of the community or to deter third persons from associating or dealing with him.\textsuperscript{146}

The definition divides into two parts. A communication is defamatory if it harms a person's reputation (1) so as “to lower him in the estimation of the community,” or (2) so as “to deter third persons from associating or dealing with him.” The first part of the definition turns on the meaning of the phrase “the estimation of the community.” The phrase refers to the “esteem” with which a “community” embraces its members, and so appears to derive from the concept of reputation as dignity. This is confirmed by the Restatement's explanation that “[c]ommunications are often defamatory because they tend to expose another to hatred, ridicule or contempt.”\textsuperscript{147}

The second part of the definition, however, adopts a nonnormative and purely behavioral account of defamation which turns on the deterrence of “third persons from associating or dealing with” the subject of the communication. This seems designed to capture those cases in which a person's reputation as property is injured even though the person has not fallen in the community's esteem.\textsuperscript{148} The definition evidently uses behavioral criteria as a rough measure of loss of market value, since the refusal to associate or deal is an overt and measurable sign of the loss of potential goodwill and credit.

But this behavioral approach, if taken literally, leads to absurd

\textsuperscript{145} GATLEY ON Libel AND SLANDER, supra note 35, at ¶ 4, n.20. An example would be a publication alleging “insolvency not due to discreditable conduct.” Id. See L. ELDREDGE, supra note 31, § 7 at 31 (“Any such definition as [Baron Parke's] is much too narrow and does not encompass many statements which have been held to be defamatory.”); Developments in the Law of Defamation, 69 HARV. L. REV. 875, 878 (1956) (“Thus the scope of defamation seems to have been conceived to include more than the lowering of the estimates of character.”). Dean Prosser, on the other hand, contended that defamatory words “necessarily” involve “the idea of disgrace.” W. PROSSER, supra note 2, at 739.

\textsuperscript{146} RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 559 (1977). The strain is even more apparent in an early draft of § 559: “A communication is defamatory if by its meaning it tends to harm the reputation of another or to deter third persons from associating or dealing with him.” RESTATEMENT OF TORTS 57 (rent. Draft No. 12, 1935).

\textsuperscript{147} RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 559 comment b (1977).

\textsuperscript{148} See supra note 145. Thus the Restatement explains that statements can be defamatory because they “tend to discredit [one's] financial standing in the community, and this is so whether or not [one] is engaged in business or industry.” RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 559 comment b (1977). For variant interpretations of the word “associating,” however, see infra note 149.
results. If I inaccurately say of another that he has a bad cold, people may well be deterred from associating with him, at least until he is well. Yet no court would hold the communication defamatory. Similarly, to characterize a person incorrectly as a Republican is not defamatory, even though Democrats may well be deterred from dealing with him and as a result the person may lose credit or business opportunities. In examples like these we instinctively return to the perception that defamation law is primarily meant to sanction communications that breach the ordinary rules of civility. This perception is exemplified by the common law doctrine that “[p]otential for harm, rather than actual harm, is the crux of the wrong.” Defamation law understands itself as regulating a specific class of communications which have the “general tendency” to cause reputational harm; it does not simply provide compensation for financial or associational losses resulting from untrue communications generally.

D. Recapitulation

In a sense that is not simply metaphorical, a society can be said to inhere in the social apprehension by which its members know and regard each other. From this perspective, the field of reputation is vast and encompassing, virtually coextensive with society itself. It makes little sense in such a context to speak of defamation law as “protecting reputation,” for such a task would be at once too enormous and too diffuse. It is therefore necessary, if defamation law is to serve a coherent purpose, to

149. See Veeder, supra note 19, at 50. Yet there is some indication that the drafters of the Restatement meant to embrace precisely this possibility. Thus comment c to § 559 states:

Social Aversion. A communication may be defamatory of another although it has no tendency to affect adversely the other’s personal or financial reputation. Thus the imputation of certain physical and mental attributes such as disease or insanity are defamatory because they tend to deter third persons from associating with the person so characterized.

To the extent that the drafters meant to define a communication as defamatory simply because it has the tendency to lead to the loss of association, their definition is manifestly overbroad and leads to the unacceptable results described in text. The most plausible interpretation, therefore, is that the loss of association is significant because it is a measure of the loss of reputation as property. A variant interpretation, however, is suggested by the drafters’ reference to disease and insanity. An accusation of either insanity or certain “loathsome” diseases, RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 572 (1977), can be stigmatizing, see E. Goffman, supra note 114, at 54, 87, 89; M. Foucault, Madness and Civilization (R. Howard trans. 1965), and hence such accusations may violate rules of civility. The drafters’ concern may thus have been to use defamation law to prohibit breaches of civility rules that do not necessarily reflect on the “personal character” of the victim.

150. See Frinzi v. Hanson, 30 Wis. 2d 271, 278, 140 N.W. 2d 259, 262 (1966) (“Actual damage does not determine the [defamatory] nature or character of the cause of the injury.”); Z. Chafee, supra note 7, at 131.


152. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 559 comment d (1976).
define and articulate concepts of reputation that more narrowly define the specific forms of social apprehension to be legally protected.

Given the resolutely antitheoretical stance of the common law, the attempt to isolate such particular concepts of reputation may seem chimerical. The difficulty is compounded by the common law's passion for reducing disputes to money damages, a passion that for defamation law has been "a crippling experience." Nevertheless several of the most unique and important doctrines of common law defamation are consistent with some concepts of reputation and not with others. These doctrinal markers can be used to reconstruct the specific concepts of reputation that the common law has been designed to protect.

The three concepts of reputation that have been most influential in the development of common law defamation are those of property, honor, and dignity. These are not the only possible concepts of reputation. Other cultures, for example, have equated reputation with the judgment of history and immortal fame. Our own society recognizes the very special and unique form of reputation acquired by great leaders, heroes, or Nobel Prize winners. Their reputations are individually earned, and yet, as Professor Bellah reminds us in this Symposium, their reputations are public treasures, not merely private possessions. The impact of these forms of reputation on the actual shape of common law defamation, however, has been on the whole negligible.

The three concepts of reputation as property, honor, and dignity stand in ambiguous relationship to each other. There is nothing logically inconsistent about defamation law representing the influences of two or more of these concepts, and indeed some of the "anomalies and absurdities" that have plagued common law defamation can be traced to the


154. Some common law doctrines are of course consistent with many different concepts of reputation. It is important to distinguish the concepts of reputation at work in specific defamation actions from the concepts of reputation that have influenced the development of common law doctrine. It is possible, and perhaps even likely, that particular concepts of reputation have been influential in particular cases without leaving any doctrinally visible residue. For example, this might very well presently be the case with the concept of reputation as honor: juries might be influenced by the concept, even though doctrine is not. See supra text accompanying note 96. For a discussion of the significant difference between the doctrine and practice of libel law, see N. ROSENBERG, PROTECTING THE BEST MEN: AN INTERPRETATIVE HISTORY OF THE LAW OF LIBEL 219-22 (1986).


simultaneous and diverse influences of these three competing concepts. The difficulty arises because each of these concepts presupposes a very different image of social life, and the intellectual consistency of defamation law is strained by the pull of divergent underlying assumptions about the nature of social reality. But these divergent and inconsistent assumptions reflect real tensions in the society in which defamation law functions. Our own social world contains important elements of both market and communitarian societies. If these tensions resolve themselves, one can expect the contours of defamation law to become clearer and its doctrines more internally consistent. An example of this process has been the gradual disappearance of doctrines peculiarly associated with the concept of reputation as honor. But the tensions between a market and communitarian society may in fact be inherent in our culture, in which case defamation law would do well to abandon the fiction of protecting a unitary concept of reputation. By acknowledging the differences between reputation as property and reputation as dignity, defamation law could begin the task of devising distinct doctrinal structures appropriate to each form of reputation.

The modern development of defamation law, however, has not been fueled by such intrinsic concerns. It has instead since 1964 been largely responsive to constitutional decisions of the United States Supreme Court. The Court has used the first amendment as a tool to "reshape the common-law landscape." This process has involved a fascinating and complex interaction between the values of our national Constitution and the various assumptions about social life inherent in the differing conceptions of reputation implicit in common law defamation.

II
REPUTATION AND THE CONSTITUTION

For the better part of the twentieth century, defamatory communications were viewed as one of those "well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech" that were beyond the pale of constitutional protection. This view changed in 1964 when the United States Supreme Court in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan held that the label of defama-
tion "can claim no talismanic immunity from constitutional limitations. It must be measured by standards that satisfy the First Amendment."\textsuperscript{164}

The specific holding of \textit{New York Times} was that the first amendment precluded public officials from receiving damages in defamation actions unless they could clearly and convincingly demonstrate that the communication at issue "was made with 'actual malice'—that is, with knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not."\textsuperscript{165} The Court justified this holding by reference to specifically first amendment values in fostering "uninhibited, robust, and wide-open"\textsuperscript{166} public debate and minimizing the possibilities of "self-censorship."\textsuperscript{167} The Court viewed these values as so pressing and important that it did not pause to consider the nature of competing interests in the protection of private reputation. It made no difference to the Court's analysis whether the reputation at stake was a form of honor or property or dignity.

From this perspective \textit{New York Times} was a relatively easy case. But as constitutional regulation of common law defamation grew more extensive, and as the first amendment values at issue grew more attenuated, it became necessary to address with somewhat more precision the exact nature of countervailing interests in protecting reputation.\textsuperscript{168} This task proved difficult, however, because the Court was unable to articulate and explicitly evaluate pertinent distinctions among the various concepts of reputation underlying common law defamation. But since it makes a great deal of difference to the outcome of constitutional analysis whether defamation law safeguards honor, property, or dignity, the implicit and unacknowledged influence of these concepts can nevertheless be perceived in the actual holdings of the Court. Unfortunately the clarity of the Court's reasoning has suffered from its failure directly to analyze the constitutional implications of these concepts, as has its appreciation of some of the more subtle issues raised by the constitutional regulation of common law defamation.

\textit{A. Honor and the Constitution}

The concept of honor presupposes a deference society in which individuals are accorded status within a hierarchically arranged social order. For this reason the concept is inconsistent with the egalitarian principles of American democracy. The Constitution itself disapproves of official

\textsuperscript{164} \textit{Id.} at 269.
\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Id.} at 279-80.
\textsuperscript{166} \textit{Id.} at 270.
\textsuperscript{167} \textit{Id.} at 279.
honorific status in explicit terms: "No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States: And no Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of the Congress, accept any . . . Title, of any kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State." 169

The clearest example of the protection of reputation as honor can be found in the law of seditious libel, which uses criminal sanctions to penalize speech that dares to demean the esteem that government and its officials demand by virtue of their status in the community. Seditious libel protects the "special veneration . . . due" to the those who rule. 170

As Sir James FitzJames Stephen put it:

Two different views may be taken of the relation between rulers and their subjects. If the ruler is regarded as the superior of the subject, as being by the nature of his position presumably wise and good, the rightful ruler and guide of the whole population, it must necessarily follow that it is wrong to censure him openly, that even if he is mistaken his mistakes should be pointed out with utmost respect, and that whether mistaken or not no censure should be cast upon him likely or designed to diminish his authority.

If on the other hand the ruler is regarded as the agent and servant, and the subject as the wise and good master who is obliged to delegate his power to the so-called ruler because being a multitude he cannot use it himself, it is obvious that this sentiment must be reversed. Every member of the public who censures the ruler for the time being exercises in his own person the right which belongs to the whole of which he forms a part. He is finding fault with his servant. . . . To those who hold this view fully and carry it out to all its consequences there can be no such offence as sedition. 171

In New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, the Court held that common law defamation could not be used to shield government officials from criticism. The reasoning of the opinion turned on a constitutional repudiation of the law of seditious libel. 172 Indeed it has been said of New York Times that its special virtue was the restoration of "seditious libel to its essential role . . . as the key to the meaning of the First Amendment." 173 This restoration was made possible, however, by a constitutional inversion of the status relationships protected by seditious libel. In America, the Court said, government officials are "public servants," 174 and the people are their masters. Masters have status and rightly demand veneration; servants do not. Hence the Court reaffirmed Madison's view that

170. F. Holt, supra note 64, at 90.
173. Kalven, supra note 172, at 204.
174. 376 U.S. at 282.
in "the American form of government," the "censorial power is in the people over the Government, and not in the Government over the people."\footnote{175}

The rejection of seditious libel in \textit{New York Times} is predicated upon an implicit rejection of the honorific status of government officials.\footnote{176} In this country such officials are not "the superior of the subject." Since honor is but the internalization of status, the necessary but unarticulated implication of \textit{New York Times} is that the vindication of official honor is not a constitutionally legitimate function of defamation law. Defamation law cannot be used to protect the "special veneration" claimed by government officials.

This conclusion was reinforced by an alternative holding of \textit{New York Times}. The plaintiff in \textit{New York Times} was responsible for the supervision of a city police department; the communication at issue did not identify the plaintiff by name or official position, but instead charged particular instances of police misconduct. The Court expressed concern in its opinion that the private remedies afforded by defamation law might be used to suppress criticism of government, and it therefore ruled that there were constitutional dimensions to the question of whether an attack on government was "of and concerning"\footnote{177} a particular government official. The Court placed constitutional limits on the ability of defamation law to transmute "impersonal" government criticism "into personal criticism, and hence potential libel, of the officials of whom the government is composed."\footnote{178}

The distinction between official roles and the individuals who occupy them is essential to the concept of rational legal authority.\footnote{179} By giving constitutional sanction to this distinction, \textit{New York Times} severed the fusion of person and role that is necessary to the concept of honor. In a deference society an affront to the monarchy is also a personal affront to the king, for it reflects on his honor. But the holding of \textit{New York Times} constitutionally forbids defamation law from protecting this kind of personal identification with public office.\footnote{180}

The firm and unmistakable message of \textit{New York Times}, then, is that the premises by which a deference society is governed are incompatible with the democracy created by the United States Constitution. For this reason the use of defamation law solely to vindicate the honor of public officials will be subject to vigorous and hostile constitutional scru-

\footnotesize{175.} \textit{Id.}
\footnotesize{176.} \textit{See N. Rosenberg, supra note 154, at 263-64.}
\footnotesize{177.} \textit{376 U.S. at 288. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 558(a).}
\footnotesize{178.} \textit{New York Times, 376 U.S. at 288-92.}
\footnotesize{179.} \textit{See supra text accompanying note 93.}
\footnotesize{180.} \textit{See Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75, 80-83 (1966).}
This leaves open the question, however, of the relationship between the Constitution and the use of defamation law to vindicate the honor of persons who do not hold public office.

The question is difficult to analyze because our contemporary attitudes toward honor are so ambiguous. But it seems clear that since honor flows from the unique status of a particular role, there is an intrinsic tension between honor and general ideals of egalitarianism. This was quite clear in early nineteenth-century America, when honor was a more tangible social fact. A major indictment pressed by reformers seeking to abolish the Code of Honor of gentlemen duellists, for example, was that gentlemanly honor was inherently antidemocratic:

The contempt with which duellists treat the opinions and feelings of the community, is a reason why we should cease to confide in them.

The people, whatever men of honor may think of them, constitute the strength, the virtue, and glory of the nation, and their opinions and wishes demand respect from those who legislate for them. The feelings of the great body of the people are decidedly opposed to duelling. This is manifest from their law on this subject, and from the fact that the mass of the people discard those notions of Gothic honor, resting satisfied with that protection and redress which the law can afford. It is but a handful of men only, compared with the whole that uphold this bloody system. . . . But the opinion of this handful is, by those who compose it, deemed of far greater consequence, than the opinion and feelings of the great mass of the people. Duellists well know your aversion to their crimes, . . . But little do they care for your opinions or your feelings. They move in a sphere too much above you, to let themselves down to the standard of your conceptions, or to give themselves concern about your petty pains.182

If duellists were able to use defamation law to vindicate their honor, the law would in effect sanction the social inequality underlying their assertions of honor. In the South, for example, where the protection of white honor was viewed as a matter of grave importance, it was as recently as 1957 defamatory to say that a Caucasian was a Negro, because of “the social distinction existing between the races, since libel may be based upon social status.”184 But no black could ever sue for

181. This does not imply that public officials cannot constitutionally prevail in defamation suits. It only means that those doctrinal aspects of defamation law that unambiguously protect the honor of public officials, as opposed to their property or dignity, will likely meet with constitutional disapproval.


defamation upon being called a white, since defamation law understood itself to be enforcing "the intrinsic difference between whites and blacks," a difference inhering in the fact that, "from a social standpoint, the negro race is in mind and morals inferior to the Caucasian."\textsuperscript{185} Defamation law, in other words, affirmed the honor of whites by authoritatively denying status to blacks.

The issue is whether the legal affirmation of such status inequality raises constitutional questions. The issue is hard to grasp because it is so difficult to find concrete contemporary examples of defamation law unambiguously protecting honor, rather than property or dignity. The clearest such example is the use of defamation law to protect the status hierarchy of race relations in the South, and it is no accident that we are more likely to analyze the constitutional issues raised in that use of defamation law by reference to specific constitutional concerns located in the thirteenth and fourteenth amendments, than we are to analyze it as an abstract issue of social equality. Race relations reflect a social cleavage of such deep and important social dimensions as to have become an independent matter of substantive constitutional law. It is likely that whenever defamation law unequivocally protects status inequality, it will be reflecting a social division of similar societal significance, and one that will have been independently conceptualized as a question of substantive constitutional law. The use of law to protect honorific status within the military is one such example.\textsuperscript{186} This suggests that an abstract constitutional analysis of the function of defamation law in protecting private honor is not likely to prove particularly illuminating.

**B. The Constitution and Reputation as Property**

If contemporary Americans are uneasy with the concept of honor, they are intimately comfortable with the concept of property. We all live a good part of our lives by the marketplace and its evaluations. The national familiarity with property goes back to the country's origins, for the Constitution is as explicit in its approval of the institution of property as it is definitive in its rejection of official honorific status. The contracts


the takings clause, and the due process clause are examples of constitutional solicitude for the institution. This solicitude extends even to forms of intangible property that subsist entirely in speech, for the Constitution gives Congress the power to "promote the Progress of Science and the useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries."

From the constitutional point of view, the concept of reputation as property is the least problematic of all justifications for defamation law. There have been two occasions when the United States Supreme Court or its members have attempted explicitly to reason from an analysis of the kind of reputation protected by common law defamation to a conclusion about the nature of the constitutional regulation to which such law should be subjected. On each occasion, the Court apprehended the purposes of defamation law within the framework of reputation as property.

The first such occasion was Justice Harlan's dissent in *Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc.* His dissent is the clearest and most thoughtful opinion by a Supreme Court Justice addressing the question of the purpose of defamation law, and it forcefully evokes the concept of reputation as property. The opinion rests on the premise that "the States have a perfectly legitimate interest, exercised in a variety of ways, in redressing and preventing careless conduct . . . that inflicts actual, measurable injury upon individual citizens." Harlan views the "paramount goal" of defamation law as "compensation for harm," and the kind of harm he has in mind is that which is "susceptible of more or less objective measurement." Harlan goes so far as to say that defamation law would be unconstitutional if it were to subject "publishers to jury verdicts for falsehoods that have done the plaintiff" no such harm.

Reputation for Harlan is thus a private good whose value can be objectively measured. The paramount function of defamation law is to provide compensation for the loss of that value. This understanding of reputation is compatible only with the concept of reputation as property. Reputation as dignity is not a value susceptible to objective measurement; and the paramount goal of a defamation law designed to protect dignity would not be compensation, but rehabilitation. Harlan's explicit

188. U.S. Const. amend. V.
189. Id., see also U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
191. 403 U.S. 29, 62 (1971). For an example of the influence of Harlan's opinion, see Anderson, supra note 90, at 749, 755.
192. 403 U.S. at 64.
193. Id. at 75-76.
194. Id. at 66.
condemnation of the use of defamation law to impose damages in the absence of individual harm means that defamation law cannot be used for the independent purpose of enforcing rules of civility.

The second occasion on which the Court discussed in detail the nature of the reputation interest protected by defamation law was the pivotal decision of *Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc.* in which the Court comprehensively determined the doctrinal framework for first amendment regulation of defamation law. *Gertz* reaffirmed the constitutional rule that public officials and public figures must demonstrate actual malice before they can prevail in a defamation action. It concluded that private figures must demonstrate fault and that, in the absence of actual malice, punitive damages may not be awarded. *Gertz* reached these conclusions without explicitly assessing the nature of the state's interest in defamation law. But with respect to one important holding *Gertz* did engage in such an explicit assessment. *Gertz* held that in the absence of actual malice the common law presumption of damages was unconstitutional, and that plaintiffs would therefore be restricted to "compensation for actual injury." Although the manner in which the Court reached this conclusion bears the recognizable influence of Harlan's dissent in *Rosenbloom*, the Court in *Gertz* altered Harlan's reasoning in subtle but significant ways.

On its face the reasoning of *Gertz* is straightforward and uncomplicated. It begins with the premise, reiterated several times, that there is a "strong and legitimate state interest in compensating private individuals for injury to reputation." This interest, however, "extends no further than compensation for actual injury." The common law presumption of damages is "an oddity of tort law, for it allows recovery of purportedly compensatory damages without evidence of actual loss." Not only does the presumption of damages implicate specifically first amendment concerns which involve encouraging uninhibited speech and discouraging the penalization of unpopular speech, but also, and "[m]ore to the point," states "have no substantial interest in securing for plaintiffs ... gratuitous awards of money damages far in excess of any actual

---

196. *Id.* at 349. *Gertz* never explained why the presumption of damages was constitutional if a defendant published a defamatory untruth with actual malice. *See id.* at 395 (White, J., dissenting). The point could not have been the particularly heinous behavior of such a defendant since *Gertz* also specifically held that in cases of actual malice punitive damages could be imposed "to punish reprehensible conduct and to deter its future occurrence." *Id.* at 350.
199. *Id.* at 349.
200. *Id.*
injury.\textsuperscript{201}

This reasoning, like Harlan's before it, is plainly within the framework of reputation as property. It views the primary function of defamation law as compensatory. It correctly perceives that the presumption of damages is anomalous with respect to this function. And it easily concludes that plaintiffs can be restricted "to compensation for actual injury" because the presumption of damages endangers first amendment rights without being supported by any "substantial interest." Like Harlan's dissent in \textit{Rosenbloom}, the \textit{Gertz} opinion appears to rule out the use of the presumption of damages to sanction violations of civility rules; if read literally, \textit{Gertz} concludes that there is no important state interest involved in the employment of such sanctions.

The matter, however, is not so simple. \textit{Gertz} rejects Justice Harlan's requirement that "actual injury" be objectively measurable, and instead holds that "there need be no evidence which assigns an actual dollar value to the injury."\textsuperscript{202} \textit{Gertz} also refuses to define the nature of "actual injury" except to say that it includes, over and above "out-of-pocket loss," such harms as "impairment of reputation and standing in the community, personal humiliation, and mental anguish and suffering."\textsuperscript{203} This characterization of actual injury is plainly inconsistent with the concept of reputation as property. While mental anguish and personal humiliation may sometimes accompany the loss of reputation as property, they are not themselves the objects of the law's protection. It is easy to imagine cases in which individuals suffer such emotional harm without an accompanying loss of reputation as property.\textsuperscript{204} If harm to reputation were harm to property, states would have "no substantial interest" in permitting recovery in such cases.

For these reasons the characterization of actual injury in \textit{Gertz} must be understood as flowing from the influence of a concept of reputation other than that of property. At one level, of course, this influence is obvious, for early on the \textit{Gertz} opinion cites Justice Stewart's \textit{Rosenblatt} concurrence.\textsuperscript{205} But it is curious that while \textit{Gertz} mentions the concept of dignity, it neither develops the concept nor incorporates the concept into its constitutional reasoning. The influence of the concept of dignity is entirely implicit, perceptible only in the actual outcome reached by the Court. That outcome is understandable from the perspective of reputation as dignity in the following sense: If a plaintiff has had his dignity

\textsuperscript{201} \textit{Id.}
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\textsuperscript{203} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{205} \textit{418 U.S. at 341-42; see supra text accompanying note 97}. 
impaired by the violation of a civility rule, it is \textit{prima facie} defensible to compensate him for all injuries which flow from that violation, including mental anguish and personal humiliation.\textsuperscript{206}

The difficulty with this interpretation is that \textit{Gertz} appears to contain no independent requirement that dignity be impaired, and so seems to assume that every defamatory publication will automatically cause harm to individual dignity, although this is not obviously the case.\textsuperscript{207} For example it is possible for a defendant to prove that a defamatory communication was in fact disbelieved by all who heard it. For this reason commentators have charged that \textit{Gertz}'s definition of actual injury converts "the tort of defamation from its common law purpose of protecting reputation into a new remedy for mental distress."\textsuperscript{208} It is not clear, however, that the charge is justified. The violation of a civility rule is an accusation that puts a plaintiff's dignity at risk. Even if it could be shown that the accusation is not believed, a plaintiff may still feel stigmatized and excluded, and the feeling would be well captured by notions of anguish and humiliation. In such circumstances it is a fine question whether harm to dignity resides in the judgment of the community or in the humiliation of the person who believes he has been stigmatized. Certainly it is plausible to maintain that \textit{Gertz}'s resolution of the question is faithful to the concept of reputation as dignity.

What is fascinating about \textit{Gertz}, however, is that although its reasoning is entirely within the framework of reputation as property, its actual holding is explicable only within the framework of reputation as dignity. The disjunction between reasoning and outcome is disorienting. It indicates that although the Court feels most comfortable within the analytical framework of reputation as property, it is confident that the protection of property only incompletely captures the actual purposes of defamation law. The puzzle posed by \textit{Gertz} is why in the face of this confidence the Court is apparently unwilling frankly and explicitly to incorporate the protection of reputation as dignity into its constitutional

\textsuperscript{206.} It is important to note that \textit{Gertz} imposes the actual injury requirement only on those plaintiffs seeking compensatory damages. The requirement thus does not rule out the theoretical possibility that a plaintiff could sue either for rehabilitation of dignity in the absence of damages, or for the retraction of a libelous communication to minimize impairment of property. See Barrett, supra note 153, at 854 Franklin, \textit{A Declaratory Judgment Alternative to Current Libel Law}, 74 CALIF. L. REV. 809 (1986); Franklin, \textit{Good Names and Bad Law: A Critique of Libel Law and a Proposal}, 18 U.S.F. L. REV. 1 (1983); Hulme, \textit{Vindicating Reputation: An Alternative to Damages as a Remedy for Defamation}, 30 AM.U.L.REv. 375 (1981); Note, \textit{An Alternative to the General-Damage Award for Defamation}, 20 STAN. L. REV. 504 (1968); Note, \textit{Vindication of the Reputation of a Public Official}, 80 HARV. L. REV. 1730 (1967).

\textsuperscript{207.} See \textit{supra} text accompanying notes 123-25.

calculations as an independent and important purpose of defamation law. This reluctance is a sign of the troubled relationship between the Constitution and the concept of reputation as dignity.

C. The Constitution and Reputation as Dignity

We can begin to understand this troubled relationship by reflecting on the facts of New York Times Co. v. Sullivan. The communication at issue in that case was a full-page advertisement in the New York Times by the “Committee to Defend Martin Luther King and the Struggle for Freedom in the South.” The advertisement urged support for the civil rights movement in the South, and, without naming individuals, detailed instances of police abuse in the city of Montgomery, Alabama. L. B. Sullivan, an elected Commissioner of Montgomery responsible for supervision of the police department, sued for libel, seeking $500,000 in damages. On the basis of the advertisement three other Montgomery officials sued for the same amount, and the Governor of Alabama for $1,000,000. Sullivan’s case was the first to come to trial. The trial judge was Walter Burgwyn Jones, a man deeply hostile to the civil rights movement. He had once published The Confederate Creed, which began:

With unfaltering trust in the God of my fathers, I believe, as a Confederate, in obedience to Him; that it is my duty to respect the laws and ancient ways of my people, and to stand up for the right of my State to determine what is good for its people in all local affairs.

Local hostility to the Times was so great that it had difficulty finding an Alabama lawyer willing to represent it. When visiting Alabama the regular New York counsel for the Times had to register in a motel under an assumed name. Although Sullivan “made no effort to prove that he suffered actual pecuniary loss as a result of the alleged libel,” he was awarded the full $500,000 by the jury. The rationale for this award was the common law presumption of damages. It was clear to all concerned, however,
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215. In affirming the award of damages, the Alabama Supreme Court held that “[t]here is no legal measure of damage in cases of this character.” New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 273 Ala. 656, 686, 144 So.2d 25, 50 (1962) (quoting Haralson, J., in Advertiser Co. v. Jones, 267 Ala. 171, 100 So.2d 696 (1959)).
that, in the words of Justice Black, "instead of being damaged Commiss-
ioner Sullivan's political, social and financial prestige [was] likely . . .
enhanced by the Times' publication." It was evident from the outset,
therefore, that neither Sullivan's individual dignity nor his property had
ever seriously been put at risk.

From the standpoint of the common law of defamation, New York
Times was not an aberrant case. "Alabama did not create any special
rules of law for these defendants. It simply applied the existing prin-
ciples of the law of libel." The case thus sharply poses the question of
exactly what function these common law principles were designed to
serve. If neither property nor individual dignity was at stake, to what use
was defamation law being applied in the case?

The concept of reputation as dignity creates the potential for two
distinct functions for defamation law: the enforcement of rules of civility
and the rehabilitation of individual dignity. New York Times illus-
trates how defamation law can pursue the first of these functions without
implicating the second. In New York Times a local plaintiff and a local
jury used the law of defamation to punish those who dared to challenge
"the ancient ways" of the Alabama community. Justice Black, who
understood that community quite well, put it this way:

Montgomery is one of the localities in which widespread hostility to
desegregation has been manifested. This hostility has sometimes
extended itself to persons who favor desegregation, particularly to so-
called "outside agitators," a term which can be made to fit papers like the
Times, which is published in New York. The scarcity of testimony show-
ing that Commissioner Sullivan suffered any actual damages at all sug-
gests that these feelings of hostility had at least as much to do with
rendition of this half-million-dollar verdict as did an appraisal of

216. Sullivan, 376 U.S. at 294 (Black, J., concurring).
217. Sullivan's dignity was never at risk because there was never any real possibility that the
dominant Montgomery community would regard the statements made about Sullivan as
stigmatizing. The jury was predisposed from the outset to accept Sullivan's own interpretation of his
behavior. This had little to do with the jury's acceptance or rejection of the "truth" of the Times
advertisement, in the sense of its factual accuracy. The concept of "truth" in a civil defamation
action can thus be a matter of some complexity, having more to do with the acceptance of
"interpretations" than with the determination of "facts." This is particularly true when reputation
as dignity is at issue.
218. Kalven, supra note 172, at 196.
219. See supra text accompanying notes 116-33.
220. For a discussion of the nature of that community, see Frankel, The Alabama Lawyer, 1954-
Times suggest that Professor Schauer's equation of jury judgments with majoritarian preferences
may not be entirely accurate. See Schauer, The Role of the People in First Amendment Theory, 74
CALIF. L. REV. 761 (1986). Juries speak for local communities, not necessarily for the national
society exemplified by the Constitution. In controlling a jury, therefore, a judge is overriding local
sentiment. The judge may take this action for a number of different reasons, including the necessity
of speaking for the values of a national majority.
The doctrinal principle that was the instrument of this hostility was the presumption of damages. The presumption both punishes those who transgress civility rules of the community and provides the occasion for the reaffirmation of community cohesion and identity. This would be true whether or not Sullivan was a public official, and so the actual holding of *New York Times* does not directly address the constitutional legitimacy of this function of defamation law. Its constitutional legitimacy is directly challenged in *Gertz*, however, which imposes an actual injury requirement that repudiates the presumption of damages. *Gertz* explains this repudiation in terms that make sense only within the framework of the concept of reputation as property. But this explanation is not helpful, since *Gertz*'s holding is inconsistent with this framework and in fact reflects the influence of reputation as dignity.

Perhaps the best explanation for *Gertz*'s holding lies in a case decided three years earlier, *Cohen v. California*, issued on the same day as *Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc.* The appellant in *Cohen* had been convicted of "wearing a jacket bearing the words 'Fuck the Draft.'" The Court, in an opinion by Justice Harlan, framed the issue as whether a state could sanction speech so as to maintain "a suitable level of discourse within the body politic." The Court held in the negative, stressing the importance of the "constitutional backdrop against which our decision must be made":

The constitutional right of free expression is powerful medicine in a society as diverse and populous as ours. It is designed and intended to remove governmental restraints from the arena of public discussion, putting the decision as to what views shall be voiced largely into the hands of each of us, in the hope that the use of such freedom will ultimately produce a more capable citizenry and more perfect polity and in the belief that no other approach would comport with the premise of individual dignity and choice upon which our political system rests. . . .

To many, the immediate consequence of this freedom may often appear to be only verbal tumult, discord, and even offensive utterance. These are, however, within established limits, in truth necessary side effects of the broader enduring values which the process of open debate permits us to achieve. That the air may at times seem filled with verbal cacophony is, in this sense not a sign of weakness but of strength. We cannot lose sight of the fact that, in what otherwise might seem a trifling and annoying instance of individual distasteful abuse of a privilege, these

---

223. 403 U.S. 29 (1971).
225. *Id.* at 23.
The passage ranks among the finest statements of first amendment principles in the judicial literature, and it rests flatly upon a repudiation of the maintenance of community cohesion and identity as a legitimate justification for the regulation of speech. Instead of a community constituted and governed by rules of civility, Cohen affirms a polity of "verbal tumult, discord, and even offensive utterance." "No other approach," Cohen states, "would comport with the premise of individual dignity and choice upon which our political system rests." This premise is one of our "fundamental societal values."

For Cohen, then, social discord and tumult are associated with respect for a constitutional "premise of individual dignity." From the perspective of defamation law, however, this association makes no sense, for in defamation law human dignity is understood to derive from membership in an orderly and cohesive community defined by the reciprocal observance of rules of civility. The constitutional form of "dignity" to which Cohen appeals is thus quite different from the concept of "dignity" that underlies the common law of defamation. For Cohen dignity inheres in a sphere of "individual choice" and freedom from government interference, including freedom from the official enforcement of civility rules. "[O]ne man's vulgarity," Cohen observes, "is another's lyric." The assumption behind the observation is that the value of speech must be measured from the perspective of the individual speaker, rather than from the standpoint of community values. The constitutional "premise of individual dignity" upon which Cohen is grounded is thus a form of individual "autonomy."

Commentators have noted the widespread significance of the concept of autonomy to constitutional decisionmaking.

226. Id. at 24-25.
227. As such, Cohen greatly undermines the reasoning of Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568 (1942), which held that defamatory speech should be exempt from constitutional protection in part because of the "social interest in order and morality." Id. at 572.
228. For this reason Alexander Bickel registered his profound disagreement with the decision: "[T]here is a difference, although in a 1971 decision the Supreme Court managed not to perceive it, between carrying a sign in public that says, Down with the Draft, and a sign that says—I bowdlerize—Fornicate the Draft; between a publication that vigorously criticizes the police and one that depicts them in a cartoon as raping the Statue of Liberty; between using all manner of epithets and employing a fashionable one which is quaintly abbreviated, "mother." This sort of speech constitutes an assault. More, and equally important, it may create a climate, an environment in which conduct and actions that were not possible before become possible."

A. BICKEL, supra note 112, at 72.
229. 403 U.S. at 25.
231. See, e.g., Eichbaum, Towards an Autonomy-Based Theory of Constitutional Privacy: Beyond the Ideology of Familial Privacy, 14 HARV. C.R. - C.L. 361 (1979); Henkin, Privacy and Autonomy, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 1410 (1974); Richards, Sexual Autonomy and the Constitutional
particularly in the area of the first amendment,\(^\text{232}\) that it could have influenced so Burkean a Justice as Harlan is itself remarkable evidence of the concept's pervasive importance.

The concept of autonomy and the concept of reputation as dignity rest on opposing views of individual identity. The concept of reputation as dignity assumes that the identity of an individual is in significant ways the product of the social connections by which he is embedded in and attached to a community.\(^\text{233}\) This is why it is important for defamation law to protect and enforce rules of civility, which constitute both individual identity and the community which makes that identity possible. The concept of autonomy, on the other hand, assumes that the significant aspects of individual identity are those that are authentically self-created, even if what is created contradicts community values.\(^\text{234}\) The underlying image is captured in Michael Sandel's fine phrase of a self "unencumbered by constitutive attachments."\(^\text{235}\) This image of the person strongly parallels that presupposed by the notion of reputation as property; in both cases individuals are conceived as having identities that are independent of community attachments. The analogy helps to explain the ease with which the Court incorporates the concept of reputation as property into its constitutional reasoning.\(^\text{236}\)


The concept of autonomy, of course, is rooted in pervasive and profound cultural developments. As Leszek Kolakowski recently pointed out, "Market economy, rationalist philosophy, liberal political doctrines and institutions, and modern science emerged as interconnected aspects of the same evolution . . . " Kolakowski, The Idolatry of Politics, THE NEW REPUBLIC, June 16, 1986, at 29.


\(^{233}\) See supra text accompanying notes 99-116.


\(^{236}\) Conversely, the parallel is suggestive of the causes of the Court's discomfort with the concept of reputation as dignity. This discomfort sometimes reaches extreme proportions. An illustrative example is Justice Brennan's plurality opinion in Rosenblum v. Metromedia, Inc., 403 U.S. 29 (1971), which is the only effort by a Supreme Court Justice to offer an extended explication of the meaning of "dignity" in Justice Stewart's Rosenblatt concurrence. Justice Brennan interprets Justice Stewart's discussion of dignity to refer to an individual's "desire to preserve a certain privacy around his personality from unwarranted intrusion . . . ." 403 U.S. at 48. While this interpretation is consistent with the concept of autonomy, it is inconsistent with any form of "dignity" that could form a foundation for defamation law. Justice Brennan's gloss on the passage severs the connection.
Autonomy has important implications for the use of defamation law to preserve community cohesion and identity. The message of Cohen, and of course it is a message that conveys a central theme of first amendment jurisprudence, is that individual autonomy demands official respect and therefore tolerance. Such tolerance, Cohen tells us, is "powerful medicine in a society as diverse and populous as ours." Tolerance is the art of living with diversity, of finding commonality in the face of difference. The essence of tolerance is the refusal to draw boundaries that shut out the deviant. But while this refusal may be justified by respect for the individuality of the deviant and by the need for different social groups to live together in a land as diverse as the United States, it can nevertheless be deeply antithetical to the constitution of community identity. Only a thoroughly dehumanized community can tolerate everything. As Kai Erikson points out,

The deviant is a person whose activities have moved outside the margins of the group, and when the community calls him to account for that vagrancy it is making a statement about the nature and placement of its boundaries. It is declaring how much variability and diversity can be tolerated within the group before it begins to lose its distinctive shape, its unique identity. A community without boundaries is without shape or identity; if pursued with single-minded determination, tolerance is incompatible with the very possibility of a community. For this reason tolerance as an ideal is incomplete. If community life is to survive, on either the local or national level, tolerance must at some point or another come to an end. Exactly where that point is depends a great deal on the impor-
tance one attaches to the intensity of community life and to the exercise of freedom of expression as a reflection of individual autonomy.

This analysis suggests why the Court in *Gertz* had such difficulty incorporating the protection of reputation as dignity into its constitutional reasoning as a legitimate function of common law defamation. For this function ultimately rests on the value of intolerance, of a community using the force of law to affirm community cohesion and identity. This is self-evident in a case like *New York Times*, where defamation law is used solely to enforce civility rules and to punish deviants, and where it serves no other purpose. But it is also true in the more representative case in which defamation law serves the additional function of rehabilitating individual dignity.

Consider, for example, the case of a person who has been called a homosexual and sues for defamation.\(^\text{241}\) He does not seek presumed damages, but desires only to have the court issue an authoritative interpretation that he is not a homosexual. To decide such a case a court must first determine whether the underlying communication is defamatory; that is, whether it is a sufficiently grave violation of civility rules so as to put the plaintiff’s dignity at risk. If the communication is deemed defamatory the court will then decide, in a manner that authoritatively speaks for the community, whether the plaintiff was properly stigmatized as a homosexual. The rehabilitation of the plaintiff’s reputation thus cannot occur unless the court adopts and affirms the validity of the underlying civility rule whose violation gave rise to the defamation.\(^\text{242}\) Whether the plaintiff wins or loses, the concept of reputation as dignity will require the court to affirm the community’s identity as one that excludes homosexuals. This affirmation is essential to the rehabilitation of the plaintiff’s dignity, since that dignity is conceived as membership in a community constituted by civility rules which “intolerantly” distinguish acceptable from unacceptable speech.

For the Supreme Court explicitly to incorporate into its constitutional analysis the principles underlying the concept of reputation as dignity, therefore, would require it to embrace values that directly fly in the face of the essential premise of constitutional autonomy. That premise might conveniently be summarized as “the right to differ as to things that


\(^{\text{242}}\) In rehabilitating the plaintiff’s dignity, the court cannot act as would a neutral and uncommitted observer, as would an anthropologist who finds, records, and applies the civility rules of an exotic culture without herself believing in or affirming their validity. The court can rehabilitate the plaintiff’s dignity within the community only if it speaks as a legitimately representative interpreter of the community’s civility rules. This has important implications for the range of local communities as to which defamation law can function to rehabilitate dignity, for particularly in a modern pluralistic society a court cannot legitimately represent all communities within its jurisdiction.
touch the heart of the existing order.” In Gertz the Court was apparently unwilling to confront this dilemma, and so avoided the tension by rationalizing its holding in the language of reputation as property, even though its holding could not be explained within that framework.

A clear recognition of the tension between reputation as dignity and constitutional autonomy, however, is helpful in understanding the holding in Gertz. In effect the actual injury requirement prohibits the use of defamation law to enforce civility rules, but permits its use to rehabilitate individual dignity. From the standpoint of the concept of constitutional autonomy, these functions of defamation law have important differences. Defamation actions to enforce civility rules have only one purpose, which is to maintain community identity, and they achieve this purpose through the punishment of individuals who transgress community norms. They thus pose a stark and unmitigated challenge to constitutional autonomy. Individuals are punished solely to support the supremacy and importance of community norms.

Defamation actions to rehabilitate individual dignity, on the other hand, also serve to maintain community identity, but do so through the affirmation of civility rules rather than through their enforcement. Such actions also perform the additional function of answering the very real needs of individuals to have those rules authoritatively construed. The tension between constitutional autonomy and actions to rehabilitate individual dignity is thus more diffuse. Community norms are affirmed, rather than enforced. Individuals are not punished for breaking such norms, but rather forced to pay damages for injuries they have caused. The justification for this compromise of individual autonomy is not merely the need to maintain community identity, but also the need to compensate for harms to other individuals. Even in Cohen the Court recognized that a state could uphold civility norms when “substantial privacy interests are being invaded in an essentially intolerable manner.”

These differences suggest that plausible reasons can be offered to support the distinction implied in Gertz between the use of defamation law to enforce rules of civility and its use to rehabilitate individual dignity. In the end these reasons may or may not be sufficient to justify

244. In special contexts, like that of the public schools, where egalitarian ideals are relatively dilute and individual claims to autonomy weak, the Court has indicated its willingness to approve punishment solely for the purpose of enforcing “the habits and manners of civility.” Bethel School Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 106 S.Ct. 3159, 3164 (1986).
245. 403 U.S. at 21.
246. To the extent these reasons are persuasive, however, the distinction must be analyzed in more than simply doctrinal terms. See supra note 154. For example it must be asked whether the availability of damages for mental anguish and humiliation serves in practice to enforce rules of
the distinction, but the point is that they can be neither visible nor explicit unless the concept of reputation as dignity is acknowledged and its implications for constitutional autonomy assessed.

The problem with this prescription is that constitutional autonomy and the concept of reputation as dignity rest on opposing views of the nature of human identity. In this country defamation law is ultimately local law and, as such, is enlisted in the aspiration of local communities to create a good and wholesome life for their members. The aspiration, however, is grounded on the assumption that this good life is constitutive of the very identity of the community's members. The concept of autonomy, on the other hand, emanates from a national constitution, and is founded in large measure upon a denial of this assumption. The ultimate metaphor of our national political life is that of public debate leading to the informed and personal consent of the governed. The metaphor assumes an image of mature and independent individuals mutually agreeing to together live a good life, rather than that of individuals socialized by a community into a commonly accepted vision of a good life. The differences between these two images are fundamental, and even if they are acknowledged it is not clear how they can ever be resolved.

CONCLUSION

*Gertz* has not been the Court's last word on the common law presumption of damages. The Court addressed the question again in *Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. v. Greenmoss Builders, Inc.* In *Dun & Bradstreet* a credit reporting agency had issued an inaccurate report concerning a small corporation, Greenmoss Builders, which operated as a construction contractor. The credit report falsely stated that Greenmoss Builders had filed a voluntary petition for bankruptcy. The corporation sued for defamation, and the Vermont Supreme Court held that presumed and punitive damages could be awarded even in the absence of a showing of actual malice.

The United States Supreme Court affirmed the judgment in a decision divided among four separate opinions, no one of which spoke for the Court. Chief Justice Burger and Justice White each wrote a separate opinion to the effect that *Gertz* should be overruled and that the holding civility rather than simply to provide compensation for actual injuries caused by the loss of individual dignity.


248. The Vermont Supreme Court interpreted *Gertz* as imposing the actual injury requirement only in cases where the defendant was a member of the media. *Greenmoss Builders, Inc. v. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.*, 143 Vt. 66, 72-76, 461 A.2d 414, 417-19 (1983), aff'd on other grounds, 105 S.Ct. 2939 (1985).
of *New York Times* should be reconsidered. Justice Brennan dissented, and was joined by Justices Marshall, Blackmun, and Stevens. The judgment of the Court was announced by Justice Powell who, in an opinion joined by Justices Rehnquist and O'Connor, held that the common law presumption of damages is constitutional if the plaintiff is a private figure and if the communication at issue does not involve "matters of public concern."\(^{249}\)

Most of the debate within the Court turned on questions of first amendment policy. Only Justice Powell attempted to craft a decision keyed to the nature of the state's interests in protecting reputation. Powell undertook to "employ the approach approved in *Gertz* and balance the State's interest in compensating private individuals for injury to their reputation against the First Amendment interest in protecting this type of expression."\(^{250}\) Justice Powell cited Stewart's *Rosenblatt* concurrence as authority for the view that the state's interest in protecting reputation is that of safeguarding "our basic concept of the essential dignity and worth of every human being."\(^{251}\) And Justice Powell deferred to the state's interest in maintaining a presumption of damages because of "the experience and judgment of history that 'proof of actual damage will be impossible in a great many cases.'"\(^{252}\)

The root difficulty with Justice Powell's opinion is that it frames the issue to be resolved as an abstract conflict between the first amendment and something called "reputation." Although the issue is usually framed in exactly this way,\(^{253}\) the formulation is, as *Dun & Bradstreet* itself illustrates, deeply misleading. Reputation is not a single idea, but is instead a mélange of several different concepts. Each concept demands its own constitutional analysis. The failure to understand this seriously undermines the force of Justice Powell's opinion. For example, although Justice Powell justifies defamation law in terms of the protection of human dignity, the plaintiff in *Dun & Bradstreet* was a corporation that could advance no conceivable claim to such dignity.\(^{254}\) It was clear from the

249. 105 S.Ct. at 2946. Justice Powell also held that punitive damages could be awarded in such circumstances even in the absence of a showing of actual malice. The "public concern" standard has recently been incorporated into a majority Court opinion. See Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, 106 S.Ct. 1558 (1986).

250. 105 S.Ct. at 2944-45.

251. *Id.* at 2945 (quoting *Rosenblatt* v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75, 92 (1966) (Stewart, J., concurring)).

252. 105 S.Ct. at 2946 (quoting W. PROSSER, supra note 2, § 112, at 765). Such appeals to history and experience have traditionally been the source of many of the "anomalies and absurdities" that have plagued common law defamation. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 568 comment b at 180 (1977); T. STARKIE, supra note 14, at 130; Veeder, *supra* note 158, at 546.


outset that the harm suffered by the plaintiff, if any, was only to its corporate goodwill. In such a context the presumption of damages is anomalous at best. This is amply illustrated by the facts of *Dun & Bradstreet*: the defamatory "credit report was made available to only five subscribers, who, under the terms of the subscription agreement, could not disseminate it further."255 In effect, therefore, the reasons underlying Justice Powell's opinion had virtually no application to the facts of the case actually before him. These reasons must instead be interpreted as addressing a different and more general issue. Once the distinction between reputation as property and reputation as dignity is grasped, this issue can be seen as identical to the one which underlay *Gertz*. It is the complex and profoundly significant issue of striking a balance between the protection of constitutional autonomy and the maintenance of community cohesion and identity.

*Dun & Bradstreet* perfectly illustrates the importance of separating reputation into its constituent concepts. Because he viewed reputation as a single, undifferentiated interest, Justice Powell was led to address an issue that was not present in the case before him, and to reach a judgment that was highly questionable in light of the specific facts of that case. Distinguishing among reputation as honor, property, and dignity will not magically dispel the serious dilemmas that reside in the constitutional regulation of common law defamation. Significant and intractable constitutional tensions will remain. But at least these tensions will be defined and their subtleties addressed, and they will no longer indiscriminately inflame all aspects of the relationship between the Constitution and defamation law.

Quite apart from its implications for constitutional law, the recognition of the distinct concepts of reputation underlying defamation law should be of some relevance to the development of common law doctrine. Instead of constructing rules and definitions that awkwardly attempt to span the gulf separating reputation as property from reputation as dignity, the two aspects of reputation can be distinguished and managed through different doctrinal structures. We need to reassess, for example, the relationship between the protection of reputation as property and the tort of injurious falsehood. In a similar way we must reevaluate the connections between the protection of reputation as dignity and the various torts protecting privacy and emotional well-being. The role of damages in protecting reputation as dignity requires reappraisal, as do the limitations and desirability of using courts to maintain community identity and cohesion through the enforcement of rules of civility.

---

255. 105 S.Ct. at 2947 (opinion of Powell, J.).
But these are all projects for another day. For the moment it is enough to begin to appreciate the intricate and varied social foundations of the common law of defamation.